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CHINA INTERFERES WITH NASSER'S UAR. 

I T is difficult to be sure about the exact spheres 

of influence in the world (backward and for
ward., uncommitted and members of the freedom 
bloc) delimited as between the senior partners of 
the communist world-viz: Russia and Chint. 

There were indications that so far as Asia was 
concerned the Middle East or West Asia from 
Egypt to Afghanistan and Pakistan was understood 
to fall to Ru[sia and that India, Southeast Asia and 
the rest of Asia and the Far-east down South to 
Australia and New Zealand (including the Phil:p
pines, and Indonesia and Malaya) belonged to t~'le 
future empire of Red China. 

But Red China has been exercising initiative in 
the ideological field from the very beginning. Mao 
developed his New Democracy with its multi-party 
composition giving a place to peasants, national 
capital, bourgeois democracy and artisans as con
trasted with the rigidly monolithic character of 
Russian Soviet orthodoxy. The theory of the 
"people's democracy" as a stage on the road to full 
sociali!'m (and Communism) of the Marxist
Leninist-Stalinist doctrine was accepted by Russian 
ideologists from China's lead and applied to the 
transitionRl character of the political set-up in East 
European States, when non-communist parties like 
the small-holders party of Hu~aary were allowed a 
place in the Government. 

Even later, Mao Tsetung has taken a lead in the 
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ideological controversies of the Soviet world and 
has exercised an influence on the side of rigidity 
and orthodoxy so far as condemnation of revision
ism and liberalisation were concerned. China con
demned the liberal trends in Yugoslavia, Hungary 
and Poland. The claim of China to share in ideo
logical leadership with Russia has become embar
rassing to the men of the Kremlin. This became 
paJ1icularly evident in the claims emerging from the 
Chinese .. communes" for a more advanced form 
of communism (which have drawn a rebuff on them 
from Russia). 

These reflections seem to be reinforced by the 
news that Red China invited Mr. Backdash, the 
founder-leader of the Syria} Communist Party 
(which is now banned by President Nauer) to 
participate in the Tenth Anniversary celebratona at 
Peking on October I. Also, he was given an op
portunity to speak, when he used to attack the 
policy of President Nasser. The representatives of 
the United Arab Republic on the spot protested 
against this honour to their enemy and the chance 
given to him to speak ill of their State and ""'"'th
drew. 

Cairo Radio next day accused Red China of 
breach of Panch-sheela and violation of the Ban
dung spirit I 

Nasser has banned the communist party of Syria 
of which Backdash was long the chief and now 
Red China invites him and gives him a public cp
po~ty of attacking President Nasser I 

This is an indication that Red China does not re
tognise any limits to its sphere of i.nfluenc:el It is 



~xpansionist -in the full ideological sense of socialist 
or Soviet internationalism t"nat takes the whole 
world as its unit! 

Observers have reason to think that Red China 
may challenge Soviet Russia herself for world 
supremacy! 

It is noteworthy that Khrushchev, fresh from 
his historic meeting with Eisenhower, should have 
Elressed in his speech at the October celebrations 
at Peking on the need to take socialism to any cous
try by voluntary means and not by force. 

This is a hint to China about Tibet. 

He also emphasised the need to maintain relax
-cd conditions in international relations--a hint to 
China to restrain herself on the Indo-Chinese or 
Tibetan border. 

MAO TSETUNG REMAINS IN POWER 

There was speculation ever since Mao T setung 
surrendered the position of Chairman of the Chinese 
Council of Ministers {or Government) to Lieu Shao 
and retained only the less prominent position of 

.Secretary of the Party, (though it is the more 
powerful post) that Mao might have been super-
seded in the hierarchy from first place. · 

But on 1 October, l\1ao. appeared on the dais in 
-the chief place and Khrushchev had long talks with 
him on policy matters. They must have discussed 
the recent Eisen'hower-Khrushchev meeting in 
America and their future strategy on the world 
plane. It is clear that Mao remains Master Nwnber 
One in the Chinese hierarchy. 
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SARDAR K. M. P ANNIKAR AND MR. JOACHIM 
ALVA INVITED TO. CHINA BUT NOT 

OFFICIAL tNDIA! 

Cnina has not invited India to her October I cele
brations! So much for "Hindi-Chinese Bhai-Bhai"l 
The slogan deserves a decent burial. 

But China is not content with this insult to India. 
S'he goes further and invites Indian nationals invicli
ous)y-Sardar K. M. Pannikar and Mr. Joachim 
Alva, it is reported, are invited in their perscnal 
capacity. 

It would be unpatriotic and treacherous of them 
to accept and go--in the face of the insult to the 
country by non-invitation I 

Fannikar seems to have been picked out for nis 
service to China in his role as Indian Ambassador 
in securipg post-haste recognition to Red China 
even while Chiang Kai Shek was hurrying from the 
mainland! · 

He also did yeoman service to China by reduc
ing the suzerainty over Tibet to which China was 
entitled by treaty and usage to actual sovere:gnty, 
which converted Tibet from an autonomous na
tional State into a district of China! It was thus 
India that reduced the national status of Tibet! 

As the Dalai Lama pointed out, this 'has had a 
damaging effect on the legal claim of India to the 
MacMahon Line. For the treaty of I 914 was 
signed by Tibet but not by China. It is Tibet's 
signature t'hat makes the MacMahon Line an inter
national border. Without Tibet"s signature as an 
-indep~ndent nation fixing her own borders with 
India, the MacMahon Line loses its validity. 

Frightened by China's anger, India nas surren-. 
dered her moral advantage ·and has lapsed once 
again into the old discredited policy of appea~e
ment. 

If Pannikar ~nd Alva attend the Chinese celebra
tion in t'he circumstances, the Indian public have 
to draw their own· conclusions regarding their 
national loyalty and patriotic sentiment. The 
Indian Government has to isolate and discredit the 
Indian communist party ·and not continue the pre
sent policy of giving them full democratic and 
national recognition in spite of their patent extra
territorial loyalty. 

It is notewort'hy that The Kerala Communist 
Party Secretary, Mr. Govindan Nair, is the son-in
law of Sardar Pannikar~ur ex-ambassador to 
China, Egypt and F ranee. 

The affiliation of -Mr. Alva to the communist 
world needs investigation. 

THE ATTITUDE OF THE CPI TO CHINA ·s 
INCURSION ON THE BORDER 

It is very importa~t that the general pubiic 
should understand clearly the attitude of the CPl 
in regard to Chinese aggression at Longju, Tibet 
and Bara Hoti. 



In relation to Chinese repression and genocide 
of ·Tibetan national culture and independence, the 
CPI held a Convention in Calcutta to popularise 
the Chinese case that the rebellion was inspired liy 
"\'/estern reactionaries" and led by a few top rank
ing Tibetan aristocrats and that the whole affair 
was "an internal matter'· of China and that India 
had no case for interference with it whether on the 
ground of the buffer status of Tibet or on the basis 
of human rights etc. etc. I 

The CPI ignored Nehru" s dear declaration that 
China had committed aggression beyond a doubt 
in Ladakh, and Longju and Bara Hoti. 

It sought to make light o'f the aggression by 
calling it an "incursion" and attributing it to _the 
lack of demarcation of the border I As even 
Nehru remarked in Lok Sabha, the Indian com
munists showed no Indian. sentiment at all! 

But what should be the policy of our Govern
ment towards such a powerful fifth column? 

Nehru refuses to draw the natural and inevitable · 
conclusion and ban the party, even as Nasser has 
found it necessary. He lacks the realistic sense of 
the Arab leader. 

The CPI is now leading a campaign for indoctri-. 
nating the public in favour of Red China and to 
discourage national sentiment in condemning the 
aggressor. The public has to beware of this sub
terranean undermining of the communists and 
1·efuse to be misled or< drawn aside by red herrings. 

The Indian Communist Party is part of t'he world 
communist movement for world conquest for com
munism under the leadership of Soviet Russia. 

In his famous Fulton speech in 194 7 immediately 
after the conclusion of world war 11, Churchill asked 
Russia to withdraw into her historic T sarist borders, 
withdraw her agents for international subversion, 
namely, the national communist "parties" in every 
country and be content with national integrity in 
the comity of nations engaged in securing a free, 
full life of well-being to her own citizens through 
trade and cultural cooperation. 

Eisenhowever does not seem to have repeated 
the demand to Khrushchev in the famous Camp 
David pour parlers in the September Meeting of 
the two world leaders .. 

aut the condition mentioned by the British war 
leader Winston Churchill, seems indispensable if 
world tension is to be relaxed. 

India has yet to learn the suicidal folly of 
allowing the Communist· party to grow and obtain 
a foothold in national life under false colour~. 
Na~er has much to teach Nehru. 

INDO-PAKISTAN RELATIONS 
MISREPRESENTATIONS OF NEHRU'S VIEW 

The personal secretary of President Ayub Khan 
who accompanied him to Palam (where the Pakis- · 
tani and Indian leaders met) circulated a report of 
what was purported to have been said by Nehru 
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m the talks. Nehru remarked that seventy-fi\"e 
per cent of it was incorrect. The secretary was 
not present at the talk3. But the Pakistan papers 
have made use of the opportunity to criticise Nehru 
for "going back on the assurances" he gave to 
Ayub Khan for a peaceful settlement of Indo
Pakistan differences! The motive for this strange 
smear campaign against the Indian Premier appears 
inexplicable. 

One theory is ~1at the influenc.ial persons around 
Ayub Khan do not want him to entertain a favour
able opinion of Nehru. The President had referred 
in high terms to Nehru as a brave man whose per
sonality and views were inspiring. 

The Muslim league view that there is nothing 
good in Nehru or in any representative of Hindu 
India is asserting itself to continue the bad relations 
between the two countries. The Pakistan leaders 
do not seem to want a settlement of outstanding 
differences! They have more !O gain by keeping 
them open and smarting I 

It appears that the same game is being played 
by the military personnel on the East Pakistan 
border who fire in the air and complain to Ayub 
Khan of Indian "aggression"'! w'hich version is cer
culated to all the papers! This game of false 
charges was played during the partition riots by 
League leaders to an incredible degree I 

Indian publicity seems helpless to counter such 
tactics. 

WHAT IS WELFARE? 

It is supposed by many that our Government po~
sesses somewhere or other, an enex'haustible stor~
house of all the necessities and conveniences of life, 
.ana from here hard-heartedness refuses to distri
bute the contens among the poor. 

. \V'hen one section of the population say, "\Ve 
demand that the Government should pay for us" 
it is really saying "We demand that other people 
should pay for us". Which means more taxation. 

Taxation erodes incentive to produce and earn. 

It penalises euccess. People spend the rnoney 
they earn on what they themselves really want. 

The State spends the money not on what the rest 
of us want but what our Welfare State's bureau
crats think is good for us. In the process, the 
rupee you have paid in taxes shrinks considerabiy 
because of the excessive costs of Government ad-· 
ministration. 

The deletion of the Welfareness of the SLate 
flourishes not merely through stupidity but because 
there is now an enormous vested interest in keeping 
it alive. 

Cecil Palm~r 
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Khrushchev's Visit to America 
By M. A. Venkata Rao 

KHRUSHCHEV'S epoch-making visit to Ame

rica in September registered the Immense 
P.nd complicated impact of world communism on 
the free world. It high-lighted the crucial issues 
that divide the world between the two blocs and 
brought home to the di~erning and informed ob
server (both in the USA and in the rest of the 
free world) t'he real nature of the deadlock con
fronting the world, the motives of word communism 
and the immensity of the tragedy for humanity if 
the deadlock is not resolved. It gave a .vivid 
picture of the "irresis~ible force pushing t'he im
moveable wall", so to say! 

The lesson drawn from the vivid personality of 
Krushchev impinging on different vital aspect.. of 
American life (and power) depends on the back
ground, information and insight of t'he observer into 
world issues. 

It is worthw'hile to indicate a few of these cen
tres of conflict as they emerged in Khrushchev's 
wonderful Odyssey and offer an interpretation of 
the mean1ng for peace and war that it holds forth. 

The visit was a remarkable feat of self-revelation 
on the part of Khrushchev, a feat t'hat showed the 
prongs of his multifaceted probes into free society 
and into the mind and will of its leaders. 

One part of it consisted of a parry of the vital 
.questions put to him concerning the grave weak
nesses of the communist world. The second offered 
a picture of the strength of the Bolshevic wodd 
behind him and the sheer peril that it connotes for 
the future of humanity. Like the Yaksha prasna 
of the Mahab'harata or the questions of the Egyp
tian Sphinx, the failure of the free world to solve 
the riddle that Khrushchev posecl" before Eisenhower 
(and the world in general through him) will mean 
a catastrophic set-back to 'humanity. The present 
civilisation, like the twenty odd ones before it, will 
dissolve like a dream in nuclear fames with a load 
of pain, suffering and destruction unparalleled in 
previous eras. 

As regards Khrushchev's answers and parries 
about the well-known weaknesses of t'he Bolshevic 
regime--its mass inhumanity, its disregard of human 
freedom and dignity, its tenor system of adminis
tration, its regimentation of thought, its control of 
6e inner life of its peoples, its rigid iron curtain, 
its black imperialism holding East European and 
Baltic States in ruthless subjection-K'hrushchev 
could not giv.e any straight and satisfactory explana
fcn. It is now beyond question that the picture of 
the Russian regime under Stalin (and now under 
Khrushchev) formed by the free world out of in
numerable sources through the decades from 1 91 7 
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is substantially accurate and reliable. It was 
largely endorsed unwittingly by Khrushchev" s own 
tremendous indictment of Stalin's regime in 'his 
address to the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet 
Partyj Congress in 1 9 56 as soon as he took charge 
of the Soviet State. 

A questioner asked him as to what answer 'he 
gave to a member Gf the twentieth Congress who 
enquired as to what he, Bulganin and others were 
doing w'hile Stalin was exercising his monstrous ter• 
ror? Khrushchev replied with an outbust of tem
per against misrepresentation by traducers but had 
no reasonable answer. 

So too with regard to Hungary. In answer to a 
question on the oppressive regime in Hupgary bois
tered by Soviet tanks, Khrushchev replied that the 
interlocutor should have seen the great welcome 
given to him by the Hungarians last year, showing 
the spontaneous allegiance that they have towards 
the Soviets an.d their leaders! This.is a plain eva
sion that no one aware of the most elmentary facts 
about the great and tragic revolt of the Hungarians 
against Red rule in 1 9 56 October can accept. It 
is simply not true that the poor Hungarians willing
ly accept the Soviet overlordship. Thousands of 
refugee Hangarians wished to demonstrate against 
him in the USA but the security police accompany
ing t'he "Red Butcher" (as streamers called him) 
were kept at a distance. 

A few days before Khrushchev was due in the 
USA, the Congress passed a resolution sympathising 
with "the captive nations" 'held by Soviet Russia, 
which annoyed Khrushchev. Seeing factory wor• 
kers in Pittsburgh, Krus'hchev quipped that "the 
slaves of capitalism lived well, even as the slaves 
of communism did" (within his empire!). He re· 
sented their description as the slaves of communism 
but had no answer to disprove the charge. 

A labour leader of the AFL-CIO. (the leading 
combine of trade unions in the USA) asked as to 
why, if the_subjects of communism were contented 
and happy so many of them in their tens of t'hou~ 

. sands escape from them to the free world every 
year? This is a devastating question for which 
the Soviet leader had no -answer. This should be 
decisive agSinst the claims of communism that it 
represents the wave of the future, that it represents 
progress and happiness and can create in fullness 
of time. a very paradise on earth! 
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The simple fact is t'hat Soviet Russia has become 
in these forty years another empire more ruthless 
and cruel and oppressive than any in the ·past, sur· 
passing the worst practices of the old Portuguese 
?.nd Spanish empires in South and Central America 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 



The dogmatic claim that communism represents 
a stage of social evolution higher than capitahsm 
naturally irritates Americans. The statement that 
they would .. hury the Americans .. made by Khrl;sh
chev to Vice-President Nixon (or to Mr. Avril 
Harriman when they visited him in Moscow) was 
brought up before him for explanation. Khrush
chev answered that according to Marxist dialectic 
materialism. society passes through several phases 
-for example from feudalism to capitalism. l:"le 
stage next after capitalism is socialism and com
munism. Hence the stage represented by capita!ist 
America is bound to pass away giving place to the 
communist system of society. When this ques~ion 
was brought up again in San Francisco by the 
Mayor, Khrushchev lost his temper and threatened 
to fly back to Moscow. He demanded of the 
Mayor whether he did not read new£papers and if 
he did. why he did not note t'he answer given by 
him in New York! 

The Americans had their pride injured by the 
cool declaration of the Soviet Premier that their 
American Way of Life (to ·which they owed their 
unprecedented pro~perity and power) was con
demned to pass away before the superior system of 
the Soviet rulers. which is hard to believe as it is 
so lacking in freedom, initiative and the good thing 
of life. 

Every active nation has its own dogma that gives 
it self-confidence and a sense of superiority to other 
.. lesser breeds without the law,.. But in the case 
of commusism, this national psychology is rein
forced by a fanatical aaherence to the exclusive 
claims of Marxism that it alone holds the key to the 
future and is therefore fated by history to win over 
all other social systems! 

President Eisenhower saw in Khrushchev a 
vigorous exponent of world communism, a very 
Pope of Marxism so utterly convinced or committed 
to it that his confidence knew no bounds! 

What was the demand of Khrushchev from tne 
Americans and the free world? His quest became 
quite clear by the time he came back to parleys '111.-ith 
the President at Camp David. It is not the Ame
rican President alone that has to assess the demand 
of the leader of World Communism (as he des
cribed him~If once in his itinerary across the United 
States). It concerns the whole world-its future 
of peace or destruction unprecedented. 

The one mantra that Khrushchev repeated inces
santly throughout his Tour in all groups that he met 
was that of Peac~ He said that Soviet Russia 
wanted peace and hoped that Americans too want
ed it as sincerely as his own country. 

\Vas he sincere in this aspiration or was it merely 
a piece of propaganda? It is not nece:;sary to 
take the extreme position and dismiss his plea as so 
much in sincere propaganda. The tiO'er too wants 
to lie down in peace after gorging hi;:;,self with his 
prey (stag or cow etc.,) to digest it quietly I 
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The So,.-iet Union has 'been lucky in the last war. 
Stalin grabbed half of Poland and he three Baltic 
States of Lithvania. Latvia and Ltonia. with the 
consent of Hitler who bought peace on his Eastern 
Front at the cost of these unfortunate neighbours. 

The defeat of Hitler brought Stalin control over 
East and Central European State(>-Bulgaria. 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Roumania, Alban!a 
over Manchuria, Outer Mongolia and North "-orea 
in the East. 

Through the success of Mao T setung, Stalin got 
the immense territories of China under nis sphere 
of influence: 

Socialists call this development the new horizon 
of Socialism. The immense territories enabled 
Soviet Russia to consolidate imperial power on an 
immense scale. Through ruthless economic ex
ploitation of these areas. Soviet Russia could greatly 
augment her scientific and military development. 
The Sputniks and 6e Lunik that reached the moon 
(significantly on the eve of Khrushchev"s arrival at 
\Vas:hington) connote the new era of Soviet rivalry 
with the United States in industrial, scientifc and 
military Power. The Soviets have nearly four mil· 
lion men under arms as against the American 2. 7 

·millions. Both have 25,000 bombers and more. 
Both have nuclear bombs. Russia's ICBMS are 
more advanced than those of America. The Arne· 
ricans have lost their sense of military superiority 
and the whole free world put together is in douht 
whether they could successfully deal with Soviet 
mobilisation-what with their war-weariness and 
disabling differences and rivalries and mutual sus
picions. as for instance between F ranee and Ger
many. 

Krushchev demanded against this background an 
era of peace so that he could digest his immense 
territories and possiblities without scatter of his 
potential. 

It was peace on his terms that he wants. The 
first term was that, no one ehould question the 
legitimacy of his authority throughout his immen~e 
territories from the middle of Germany in the \Vest, 
to the Baltic States. North Sea and North Pole in the 
North to Kamschatka above the Sea of Japan in 
the East and to the Perrian Gulf and South F.ast 
Asia (in partnership with China) in the South (with 
Africa added). Even as China resents fiercely tne 
Indian questioning of its conquest, repression and 
regimentation of Tibet, Soviet Rusf!a resents an:>•· 
questioning of her authority over her immense em
pire. The ambitious dream of the Czars has at last 
been fulfilled under the Bol!hevists which Consti
tutes a profound satisfaction to the core of Gre'\l 
Ru~sians who form the seat of Power in the n~w 
dispensation. 

To digest this area in peace, Khrushchev wantJ 
the Americans to disband their ba~s round her 
frontiers. disband the Nato set-up. give up the 
western plan of arming ~' e!'tem Germany with 
atomic '11\'arheads and nuclear bombs. 
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To remove the source of propaganda and un
settlement among East Germans, he wants the \Vest 
to quit from \Vest Berlin. \Vest Berlin is a ·win
dow to the \Vest that is attracting thousands to 
escape to the free \Vest. It is situated within the 
.Soviet-controlled territory of East Germany with no 
land accesa to \'{/est Germany and the \\'est. Hence 
}.is attempts to drive the \Vest away from it through 
ultimatum. 

Khrushchev is in a position to occupy the whole 
of \Vett Europe (and even England perhaps) in a 
lew weeks "'o\ith the advance troops he has in East
~m and Central Europe--Poland, ~t Germany, 
Czechoslo,:akia, Roumania and Hungary. \Vith his 
toehold in Albania, he can threaten the Mediter
ranean. The Nato divisons can only gain time 
for reinforcements to arrive from advanced bases 
and from home areas across the Atlantic ocean! 

If America disbands her bases, she will not have 
·enough manpower to conquer the So'\iet forces in 
occupation of Europe and Asia and Africa! The 
dream of world communism will have come true! 
T."le whole world will pass into a dark dictatorsrup 
unprecedented in any savage or dark age in history 
-c>r prehistory. 

The degree of thaw and liberalisation that Krush
chev has been obliged to allow in his homeland and 
satellite countries is due to the fear of competition 
with the Free West. \Vith this removed and with 
absolute and unfettered sway over the whole globe; 
the Soviet system will institute a tyranny that is un
thinkably cruel, . beside which the crimes of the 
Spanish slave drivers will appear infantile I This is 
the threat posed by Khrushchev, if not in so many 
worde but. by ine"itable implication. 

Khrushchev was confident that if oniy the \V e~t 
accepted his terms of peaceful co-existence and 
free trade, his bloc could overtake the \Vest in every 
sphere of consumer goods (of meat and milk) as 
well as in scientific. and military power. He wants 
trade in strategie goods too, so that he could build 
up power faster than the USA! He wants new 
machinery so that he could imitate them and -multi
ply them without the time-lag of invention and dis
covery! The rivalry extends to every field of life 
and is cro·wned by the military dimension. He 
was earnest when he said: "We will bury youl" 
This is the crucial issue posed_ by Khrushchev so 
formidably:-World domination by Russia or 
w_orld federat!on of free peoples! 

China Wins the First Round 
By M. N. Tholal 

1 N his famous masterpiece of humour, Pickwick 
Papers, Charles Dickens portrays a lady who had 

for long been angling for a proposal to marry her 
but w'hen her beart"s desire carne to her from the 
-victim of her attentions, she burst out saying, ""Oh! 
But it is so sudden I"' \Vith the slight dilferen£e 
that we Indians have had to start a process--some
-what belated-<>£ emotional 'disintegration v.-ith 
t"ne Chinese, while the emotional integration in 
the case of the couple mentioned above was com
plete for the moment. Mr. Nehru's complaint of 
suddenness regarding the Chinese· attitude relaiing 
to the borderline would appear to be as genuine as 
t~1at of the "'ily dame in Pickwick Papers. Indeed, 
a closer examination of the situation would show 
that he too had been angling for it, albeit tm"'o\it
tingly, v.ith his policy of non-alic.crnment. 

PRELIMINARY SKIRMISHES 
The Chinese have always been showing 40.000 

square miles of our territory· as their own in their 
official maps--an act which was and is intolerable. 
to U!:'e Mr. Nehru's o·wn word for it. They had 
been building' a road right through Ladakh since 
19;4-perhaps to drive the coach and four of their 
Panch Sheel through it-as if to show that their 
claim in their maps was no empty boast and l\lr. 
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Nehru had been keeping this still more intolerable 
act to himself. The road was completed in three 
years and !\lr. Nehru was apparently none the wiser 
foJ; the construction. Obviously, his policy of non
alilmiilent forbade him to talk about it. Yet even 
aft~r these preliminary skirmishes, diplomatic and 
military, Mr. Nehru complains that the very fact 
that this claim has been made "'suddenly"' came as 
a shock. Suspectin~ perhaps that this admission of 
the shocking nature of the Chinese claim looked 
like the "blackguardly'' language of cold war, Mr. 
Nehru forthwith apologised, in his speech at the 
All-India Congress Committee meeting at Chandi
gargh, for his nervous eystem registering a shock, 
saying, '"It is rather extraordinary, this type of be
haviour between two countries, and if we are rather 
surprised and shocked ov~r it. well, it is rather na
tural." Yes, indeed, it is rather extraordinaey. The 
Chinese should have at least made the claim expli
citly before occupying 5.000 square miles of our ter
ritory in Ladakh alone, without a soul in India ex
cept Mr. Nehru knowing about it. 

Although this is by no means a record, what 
beats all records in the hi~tory of the world is that 
the occupation of 5.000 square miles of a demo
cratic country's territory by a neighbouring country 
should not have been considered important enough 



to be talked about either in public or in. private 
and had therefore been kept a closely-guarded 
secret. And we are supposed to be a democratic 
country! Mr. Nehru has admitted his error. 
Quite true. But he should explain how this error 
continued for five years. Does he suffer from 
lapses of memory? Or did he think it was a 
trivial matter regarding which he need not bother 
the country or its Parliament~ In either case he 
wo~ld be classed among idiots. But the truth is 
he withheld the information-until the newspapecs 
made it impossible for him to do so any longer
because he knew it would be a death-blow to hi:; 
policy of non-alignment which he expected would 
lead him to the rummit. There is no nationar 
interest of any kind involved in this policy of non
alignment, if we bear in mind the fact that Com
munist China is our neighbour thirsting for expan
sion in all directions. 

Like his master Gandhi, Nehru is pastmaster in 
the art of exploiting t'he inferiority complex of his 
countrymen. Several speakers had referred to 
the MacMahon Line during the debate in the AlCC 
on the resolution relating to the border dispute. 
Referring to it as the '"so-called MacMahon Line" 

' Mr. Nehru said: ··1 wonder if aU those who 
referred to it have any conception of it or ever 
tried to understand it on the map. I doubt it." I 
must admit, after nearly four decades spent in 
instructing the public mind-that is what a jour
nalist does, after all-that I have not only not tried 
to understand it on the map but also fail to see 
what there is to understand about the borderline. 
Eit'her it is there-on the map or it isn't there. 1\Ir. 
K. Hanumanthaiya had, according to Mr. Nehru. 
rightly asked, ··why call it the MacMahon Lind'' 
And all that Mr. Nehru could add by way of ex
planation of the MacMahon Line was: "It is our 
frontier and there the matter ends." Then why 
refer to it as the "so-called" Macl'\'lahon Line i 

APOLOCISING FOR THE CHINESE 

Unfortunately for the country, however, the 
matter does not look like ending there. at least so 
long as we stand firm on our policy of non
alignment, which means a policy of friendlessness 
or isolation. \Ve have been accustomed to blaminc-
the Briti<'h for everything for such a lona tim~ 
that· it is surprising that it should have c:me so 
late-this discovery that a Britisher' s name is re~
ponsible for all the trouble between two friendiy 
countries now going on for years. Said Shri 
Hanumanthaiya: 'The Chinese react to it as a 
b~ll ';''o_uld r~act to a red rag." There you are. 
\v_am_t 1t a ~lstake to send the Army there-albeit 
Wlth mstrucbons to avoid a show of force-when 
the problem could have been easily solved by re
placmg the cursed word 1\lacMahon by some lndi<tn, 
preferably Hindi. word? And then even Conaress
~en "'<;>ul~ _understand what the Line m=eans. 
S1mple 1sn t 1t? But 1\lr. Hanumanthaiya forgot 
that a part of the Chinese mainland is still under 
occupation of the British. Qb,-iously, nothin~ 
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happe~s to. the bull with that great red rag starin:; 
him in the face all the time. He also forgot that 
there is no such thing as the 1\lacl\la:"lon Line on 
the borders of Kashmir and it is there that the 
Chinese have made the greatest incursion. This 
apologising for the Chinese atrocities by our leaders 
from Mr. Nehru downwards--sometimes by going 
to the extent of inverting the chronological order 
of events--is most amazing. I have explained the 
reasons for Mr. Nehru doing so, and the reason> 
for his followers following suit any one can find 
in t'he offices at his disposal. - The Congress today 
is a hierarchy of traitors, as it has been ever since 
the Gandhian era began. 

The words "so-called 1\lacl\lahon Line" were 
followed on Mr. Nehru's lips by the "so-cailed 
"White Paper". \Vben a member asked, "'\\.hy so
called "White Paper~" Mr. Nehru replied: ''\\.-ell, 
because the word 'White Paper has a particular 
significance which I do not always appreciate. It 
has a particular meaning. I do not know why it 
should be called a \\'bite Paper." For once I feel 
inclined to agree with Mr. Nehru completely, al
though he was trying his best to be ridiculous. 
For. why should a paper be called white when it is 
a record of black deeds not of one but of two 
countries. I cannot imagine a blacker deed than 
this withholding by the Prime Minister of informa
tion from the country regarding the loss of thou
sands of square miles of her territory. It should 
have been called the Black Paper. But for those 
who, like Mr. Nehru, are opposed to using the 
"blackguardly language" of cold war even when 
foreign troops march into our territory-to say 
nothing of thinking of hot war-the use of the 
word "black would be almost as dangerous as the 
use of the phrase .. MacMahon Line." Per hap~ 
Mr. Nehru will soon whitewash the whole thing by 
referring to the C:"l.inete occupation of our terri
tory as "so-called occupation." Maybe that is 
why he has not publicly admitted the true extent 
of the national humiliation. 

VICTIMS OF MAKE-BEUEVE 

Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan of Punjab was an
other offender respecting the promotion of cold 
war between OUna and India at a time when we 

.should be bending all our energies to restoring
the imaginary friendship between the two countrie•. 
Sa)-ing 6at the Chine!e attitude had wounded the 
hearts of the people of India, be recalled the affec
tionate slogan '"Hindi-Chinese Bhai Bhai" which 
the Chinese attitude had, according to him. reduced 
to "Hindi-O>.eenee bye-bye... But much as WI! 

would like to say bye-bye to them. regardlese of 
producing the cold war atmosphere and offendin~ 
Mr. Nehru. the Chinese unfortunately seem in no 
mood to return to their homeland and say .. bye
bye" in turn to us. 

Despite all that bas happened, and despite the 
annexation by China of nearly 5,000 square mile6 
of our territory in Ladakh. Mr. Nehru is a"'ainst 
our developing a cold ~·ar attitude to~·ards China. 
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Tiis is very !!ignificant and bodes ill . for India. 
The cold war, which Mr. Nehru always condemns, 
wa!; started to resist the ruthless Soviet expansion
ism in Eas:ern Europe. Emb.odied in NATO it 
::ucceeded admirably in its purpose and halted the 
Communist advance. A similar ruthless desire to 
expand os the part of our northern neighbour is 
inevitably · producing similar reactions in South
East Asia and has been resp~:msible for the creation 
-of SEA TO. After living in a fool" s paradise for 
ten years, we Indians are now the victims of what 
we have consistently refused to believe-the ruth
lesS desire of Communist China to expand all 
.round. T~e people of the country are feeling 
similar reactions to those of SEA TO countries, but 
the Government headed by Mr. Nehru continue.; 
to refuse to believe what is staring it in the face. 
Almost all parties in the country, barring the Com
munists, are using the ''black.guardly language" of 
-cold war, and if Mr. Ne'hru is with the Communists 
in this respect, as he obviously is, he should be 
applauding the communist instead of condemning 
them .. Is this condemnation of Indian Communists, 
-one is entitled to ask, a smoke-screen? Is the use 
of the word "blackguardly" for patriots, w'ho want 
to. defend their country at all costs and to say as 
much, intended to smother the processes of thinking 
out things in those who feel for t'heir country rather 
than for Mr. Nehru and do not pray for the latter's 
Tise i:o the summit? Mr. Nehru should know t'hat he 
has irretrievably receded from the •height he had 
reached in his own imagination as a result of Khru
-shchev pulling his leg, and' the summit, as far as he 
is concerned, is farther away than ever from him. 

MR. NEHRO'S LEGACY 

As usual, Mr. Nehru is standing on two .stools 
-both of them three-legged-and posing. But 
truth is very difficult to hide-impossible for a 
111an who must make speeches every day. Whai: 
does Mr. Nehru mean by condemning t'he use of 
-cold-war language aSI "blackguardly" when he him
self has been referring to the inclusion of our terri
tory in China in Chinese maps ~s "intolerable" and 
saying, as he did at t'he AICC session recently at 
Chandigarh: 

"The falling out of two great Asian nation~ 
and their looking at each other with hostile 
eyes is a tragedy for bot'h countries. It is not 
a good legacy to leave for "the next genera
tion. It is not the legacy that I should have 
liked to give to my people." 

\Vere Mr. Nehru to make an honest analysis of 
lhe processes whic'h have contributed to the falling 
out of two great nations-one of them his own
he would inevitably come to the conclu.>ion that the 
fault has been entirely his own and that the falling 

·OUt is the direct outcome of the puerile policy of 
non-alignment _jtnd emotional integration with the 
Communists, which he has been pursuing to reac'h 
the summit. Himself easily swaye'd by flattery, he 
thought, naturally perhaps, that t'he Communist 
leaders would respond similarly to his own flirta-
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tions. There is no generosity in politics. This is 
an elementary political maxim. He sought to falsify 
it. He might as well have soug'ht to falsify the laws 
of *avity. And if I say, as I have' been saying 
for years, · that he sought to do all this in the inte
rests not of the country but of his own personal 
advancement, it is because non-alignment and 
emotional integration wit'h the Communists are 
absolutely inconsistent with passionate devotion to 
democracy which he has been claiming for himself. 
No one who is a true democrat can honestly and 
persistently indulge in emotional integration with 
Communism or try to equate Communism with 
democracy . 

This is not to say that he is a Communist at heart 
or even a fellow traveller. He is a purely selfish 
individual like his master Gandhi, trying to see 
that all is grist that comes to his mill. Like Gandhi 
he poses to be a moral avalanche, knowing as he 
does 'how well thd pose paid his master in this coun· 
try of ignorant and credulous people. And now 
that the great policy of non-alignment has proved 
a miserable failure, the honest among his followers 
are having heart attacks! But he persists in his 
policy and condemns all discussion of t'he border 
dispute in terms of, communism and anti-commu
nism, · as if it is not Communism that· has made 
all t'he difference between the China of the past ten 
year-which he deplore-and the Glina of thou·. 
sands of years before those ten years with whom, 
as he himself has reminded us, we always lived at 
peace. But he can afford to fly at facts and lose his 
temper if they are mentioned in his. presence be
cause his countrymen are cowards or opportunists 
who dar~ not speak out their minds in his presence 
or even in private. 

No wonder the Chinese Premier has written to 
Mr. Nehru t'hat he would like the status quo to 
remain during negotiations. Mr. Nehru has al
ready assured that much, for the intruding Chinese 
are not to be expelled by force. That means that 
the C'hinese are to be allowed to consolidate their 
gains. China has obviously won the first round, 
without practically firing a shot, with the permission -
of Comrade Khrushc'hev on whose good offices we 
seem to depend for peace with Chrna. Only a fool 
can believe that, as between China and India, 
Khrushchev can ever be really impartial. But it 
may and perhaps will suit our Prime Minister's 
personal strategy to believe so. We can now wait 
to see w'hen the next big leap forward takes place. 
It is obvious from China's __ behaviour in the matter 
of the offshore islands that she does not want a 
world war. "Step by step"-_ to use the Chinese 

Premier's words-is her motto. And w'hy should 
she risk a world war when she can gain possession 
of thousands of square miles of our territory with
out our Government having the courage for years 
to publicly condemn the aggression? And we too 
it seems; cannot risk a world war to save our terri
tory because that would mean t'he end of non~ 

(Continued on page 9) 



The ''Innocent'' Abroad--A Ne~ 
Version 
By J. K. Dhairyawan 

M ARK T\V A IN, the famous American author, 

has written a famous novel "Innocents 
Abroad," depicting with his usual flair for humour 
and delineation of character -the experiences of 
Amer~cans on a tour abroad, gaping at the oid 
world. Recently a new chapter of this novel was 
enacted when Nikita Krushchev, t'he head of 
Soviet Russia, paid a visit to the U.S.A. at the 
invitation of the American President Eisenhower. 
The Russian "Innocent Abroad" did not only 
!.!ape at the country of the "Aimig'hty Dollar" 
that is U.S.A., but also used the various functions 
and platforms for giving veiled and even open 
threats to the American people to behave them
~elves or eire total anni'hilation was in store for 
them. He said in so many words: "Here I am 
the great leader of a great people the Russians, on 
tum! of equality with the greatest nation in the 
world, on their soil and shoulder to shoulder 
with President Eisen'hower". 

Despite Nikita's attempts at fun and froEc and 
the exchange of a lot of pleasanteries the com
muniEt in Nikita could not be curbed. A number 
of time he exhibited rudeness and arrogance, if not 
rank insolvence. His arrogant reference to the 
sputnik 'alld the rockets, and of the intercontinental 
ballistic mi~siles, ~ich were on the assembly lines 
in the Russian plants, were all there to frighten 
the American people, and to threaten them to be 
careful not to rattle the Russian bear. His stupid 
offer of jobs to American capitalists, his hitting the 
American people at Hollywood and 'his threat to 
wal:,. out of a press conference when an inconveni
ent question of the "Iron Curtain" was raised as 
to why American broadcasts and American litera
ture were not allowed in Soviet Russia, highlight 
the. congenital hatred and arrogance of the com
n'unist ag-ainst t'he Western democratic nations of 
the world. He brushed aside th~ question .as 
"interfering with the domestic affairs" of his coun
try. His offer of job3 to American capitalists 
rhowcd how much in contempt and deri£ion he 
holds the class, which according to his communist 
conceptions are a pest of human vermins to be ex-

(Continued from page 8) 

alignn~ent and all that goes with it-1 mean, ~fr. 
Nehru's defire to reach the summit. Under align
men~ he can only play ~econd nddle. That should 
be obvious to the meanest intelligence. So in 6e 
result there we stand firm--on non-alignment! 

' 

terminated at the earliest opportunity to usher an 
the new heaven and earth of marxist ideolcgy. 

KRUSHCHEV'S GAINS 

In all the calculations of President Eisen'~owever 
and the wishful t'hinking of the American statesmen 
and journalists, one fact seems to have been lost 
sight of. That is the visit of Kru~hchev is an end 
in itself. That he was invited by l'he great Presi
dent of U.S.A., and was standing on the Amerio 
soil by his side as his equal if not his superior, that 
is the point he wants to demonstrate to the Soviet 
people. And f:lat point whatever the results of 
the visit, has been more than achieved. This, in the 
.Soviet people's eyes, is enough to raise him as a 
greater idol than Stalin. That is t:!le gain that 
Krushchev has obtained from his American visit. 

Despite hi~ manoeuvring to get rid of incon
venient rivals in Russia, Kr-:..1~hchev is not yet t~1e 
idol that Stalin was in the eyes of the stupid, ignor
ant Russian people that Stalin had to deal with. 
Today the Ruc~ian people have a pretty good class 
of tec'hnicians, the educated and the artisans, who 
despite the "Iron Curtain", do know thf\t all is not 
well with their country and their leaders. And a 
day may come when the Russian people would ques
tion the right of a single dictator to guide and rule 
them. It is here that Khrus~chev was manoe••vrin~ 

. to get an invitation to visit U.S.A. and thus show 
to the Russias people, "See, what I have gained. 
Even the great Stalin could not get an invitation to 
a visit to U.S.A." 

Soviet Russian rulers are more than convinced 
now that the Stalin met'\ods of the expan;ion or 
t'heir influence through mere terror, military might 
and double dealings are over. Today it is a battle 
for the pos~ession of the minds of men in the \Vest, 
and more specially in the East in countries like
India, Egypt, Burma and Sout:1-East Asian 1ntions, 
who have come into independence after world. 
war II. 

BA TI1..E FOR THE POSSESSION OF MINDS 

In this "battle for the po'=session of the minds 
of men" Soviet RuEsia is definitely winning. Here 
\'!:;,.estern statesmen are confronted with a auperior 
campaign, well-timed and well-led by Soviet Hus· 
sia, for the possession of the m:nd of men. Dea
pite the loudly announced t::heme; of de\'elop
ment and planning, specially in India, t:1e slow 
pace of industrialization ar.d also hap~.azard 
planning have not been able to absorb the huge 
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number of techrucal men and \Vestern educated 
intelligentsia in India and in other Asian countries. 
This frustrated and unemployed class of educated 
people are easy victims of communist claptrap and 
communist propaganda. And t'he rulers of Soviet 
Russia, as the senior partners in the communi~t 
conspiracy against Free World, is taking the fullest 
advantage of this state of affairs. 

The only \V estern statesman, . who had fully 
grasped the strategy and the objective of inter
national communism was the late Mr. Jo'hn Foster 
Dulles who successfully ''contained communism" 
during his life-time. This U.S. Secretary of State 
having also seen the weakness in \Vestern diplo
macy in dealing with Soviet Russia stuck to his 
slogan :-"No surrender to communist blandish
ments or communist t'hreats". It is to this stroncr 
attitude of Mr. j. F. Dulles that upset the co~~ 
musist game of capturing \Vest Berlin, and the 
famous successful Berlin airlift. This has been 
a set-back to Soviet expansion in Europe. And 
if the late Mr. j. S. Dulles were to have a free 
hand in Poland and Hungary, international history 
would have taken entirely a new look. That op
portunity has been lost for ever. It is the opinion 
of intelligent observers of events that that if Western 
statesmen had not wavered when the popular up
surge took place in Hungary, Hungary would have 
been saved for democracy and the Free World. 
But somehow Western statesmen developed cold 
feet at t'he crucial time in world history. 

EISENHOWER'S MISCALCULATIONS 
This recapitulation of current history is necessary 

to remind the readers that in extending an invita
tion to Krushchev to visit U.S.A, American leader
ship is indulging in wishful thinking. Pe1·haps, 
President Eisenhower honestly believed that after 
.seeing Western democracy in action in America, 
1\rushchev would change his opinion or modify his 
opinions about democracy and capitalism. But that
was a miscalculation. Can a ieopard change his 
spots"? Certainly not; even so a communist dyed
in-the-wool as Krushchev is, he was not going to be 
changed, nor had he the least intention of objective 
study of economic or political conditions in U.S.A 
Krushchev' s inconsistencies and ideological menda
city, have been exhibited during his recent visit to 
U.S.A. 

\Vhen the question of jamming and banning of 
U.S. broadcasts to Soviet Russia was put to Krush
chev, he side-tracked the issue by saying "it was an 
internal affair of Soviet Russia." But when ne ful
minated against the American capitali~ts and 
aga:nst the U.S. rulers at Hollywood, he forgot that 
he could dare do so because U.S.A. and democratic 
countries have a tolerant and civilized code of con
duct. In a word, the object and mission of Khrush- . 
chev was to blackmail and bludgeon t'he American 
people and the rulers of U.S.A In that mission 
Krushchev has succeeded admirably. 

RELENTLESS WAR ON U.S.A. 
And what is the gain to U.S.A. or the Free 
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\Y orld "? To intelligent observers it is practically 
mi. That Krushchev was not going to change, and 
had no intention to do so, is clear. As late as 
November 195 7, Krushchev had given an insio-ht 
into the changed strategy of Soviet Russia in fio-ht
ing w'hat he termed "\Vestern imperialism" :nd 
"American Capitalism". He said, "\Ve intend to 
declare a war upon you in th~ peaceful field of 
trade. \Ve are relentless in this and it will show 
the superiority of our system." That was his boast 
and his pride. And true to this change of tactics, 
Soviet Russia 'has built the Bhilai steel plant in India, 
some promises of aid to Burma, Egypt, lndonesi:& 
and other countries in the East. \Vith a vulgarity 
peculiar to communists, Soviet statesmen always re· 
fer to their "free" gift to India whenever an Indian 
visitor visits Russia. As against this solitary in
stance of Soviet Russian aid there are innumerable 
cases where U.S.A. has come to the rescue of India 
and her difficulties. The financial aid from U.S.A. 
to India is more t'han 1 00 times than that of Russia 
but the Indians never hear this being said by the 
Americans. As for steel plants in India besides 
Bhilai, the West Germans and t'he British have buiit. 
steel plants at Rourkela and at Durgapor. But 
again, nobody hears either the Germans or the Bri
tish beating the big drum about it. All these facts 
point out only to the changed tacties of Soviet 
Rulers but not to their changed objective. The 
objective IS the world domination by communist 
Russia. 

In view of the blank drawn by U.S.A. in the 
visit of Krushc'hev, it is time for statesmen of Free 
\Vorld to meet this new challenge and pincer-move
ment by Moscow in Asia and Africa-financial aid 
and infiltration and doctrination of Asian and Afri
can people, through the "national" communist par
ties in these countries. India is the show-window 
and show-piece of De~ocracy in an area of the 
world w'here either dictatorships or its new version 
"ordered democracies" are in existence, namely in 
Pakistan and in Indonesia, both Muslim nations. 
How far is India immune from the communist 
threat"? Despite Prime Minister Nehru's swearing 
by democratic practices and democratic ideals, in 
practice, specially the domestic policies, like State 
Trading in foodgrains, the food zonal system, the 
nationalization of road transport in some of the 
States and lastly his "passionate desire" to go in 
for "co-operative" farming are ALL communist 
methods which nullify his democratic talk. His 
foreign policy of non-alignment between the demo
cratic and the communist blocs, and his principle 
of "co-existence" of democratic and communist na
tions have been completely- proved to be failures. 
The latest aggression by Red China on Indian bor
ders -and the rape of Tibet by Chinese are visible 
examples of the fact that a lamb and a tiger cannot 
expect to co-exist. The lamb can only co-exist 
in the stomach of the tiger. But in spite of the 
hostile attitude of Peking towards New Delhi, Prime 

(Continued on page 11) 
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I\farx's Theory of Value and Surplus-Value 
By Prof. G. N. Lawande, M.A. 

I N economic theory the term value occupies a cen

tral place. Economics can be describe~ as a 
science of valuation. The importance of value in 
economic theory bas been aptly described by Croce 
who says .. a system of economics from which value 
is omitted, is like logic without a concept, ethics 
without duty, aesthetics without expression. It is 
economics ...• cut off from its proper sphere ... 
Thus the importance of value is very great in 
Economics. The whole theory of value of Karl 
Marx is derived from that of the classical school 
of British economists and there is nothing ori;;inal 
in his monumental work-CAPITAL. According 
to the followers of Rodbertus, Marx had plagarised 
from the works of their master, but whatever it is, 
it has been necessary to dwell at length upon 1\larx' s 
theory of value and surplus value, because he re
garded) it, as do all l'v1arxists, as the cornerstone of 
his system, though it only introduces an element of 
confusion. It is not a theory of value at all, and 
that his value and surplus value are mere abstrac
tions. In fact, it is a theory of exploitation and 
not a t'heory of value, designed to show that the 
propertied class has always lived on the labour of 
the non-propertied cia~. According to Croce 
"The capitalist society studied by Marx, is not this 
or that society historically existing, in France or in 
England, nor the modern society of the most civi
lised nations that of Western Europe or America. 
It is an ideal of formal society, deduced from certain 
hypotheses which could indeed never have occurred 
as actual facts in the course of history... It is based 
on the _assumption that the labour is the only value 
producmg agency, but this assumption is not only 
false, but untenable, because it concentrates upon 
one. single factor in a highly complex situation to 
the exclusion of ot'hers. 

The. theory of value that was propounded by 
1\larx 1~ kno:wn a~ l:abour Theory of value. up to 
a _certam pomt th1s as merely a transplantation from 
Ricardo; but whereas Ricardo allowed for certain 
modific~tions in his theory, Marx pushed to its rigid 
and un_l\·ersal extreme. According to this theory, 
labour IS the sole source of value. Ricardo did not 
atte~pt to_ prove the proposition. but Marx tried 
to_ gtve a ng-orous and exact demonstration, and on 
th1s demonstration the whole superstructure of the 
three volumes of CAPITAL is based. 

In volume I of Capital, 1\larx gives an impression 

I 

that he is trying to relate value to price, but accord
ing to Prof. Cole he never sought to establish such 
a relation, as he did not believe that value could be 
reduced to the normal price of the classical eco
nomists, much less to the market prices. All that 
Marx meant to convey was that two commodities 
embodying the same amount of labour would pos
sess the same amount of exchange value, because 
he believed that labour itself did tend to sell at 1ts 
real value. Whatever may ·be the intention of 
Marx, it must be said, that when Marx talks of value 
he does not mean price. His main concern is to 
discover the property that all commodities possess 
in virtue of which a given quantity of one is ex
changeable against the other quantity of other. 
Now if a commodity is to possess value it must 
have two main characteristics. In t:&e first place, 
the commodity must be useful i.e. somebody wants 
it and he is prepared to pay for it, and secondly it 
must have cost some labour to produce it. Every 
commodity will have value, if it possesses both 
these characteristics. If any of them is lackin:;, then 
the commodity will have no value. Air, for 
example, has the greatest utility, because without it 
no one can live, but it has no value becau:le no 
labour has gone to produce it. On the other hand. 
a commodity may be produced with I 00 da:rs of 
labour, but if there is no demand for it, it wilt have 
no value. Economics, according to Prof. Robbins 
is a science of human behaviour that studies the 
relationship between the scarce means and ends. 
'"J!tere is the important element of scarcity in rela
hon to human desire. Economic problem arises 
because the means are scarce and the human wants 
are unlimited. The fact is that things may have 
value in proportion to the desires of men to possess 
them. 1\larx neglects t:1e whole side of human de
mand. He a~proaches value from the side o( sup
ply alone. H1s demonstration is fallacious because 
resting on exhaustion, it obviously does not exhau3t. 
Marx is compelled to recogni~e that any exchang
able commodity must be useful, but he refuses lo 
~dmit utility into his definition of value and herein 
!1es t~e main defect in his theory of value. 'The 
1dea of utility is inconvenient thinrr to have about 
the. ~remises while he is establishin°g his main pro
posihon, so he conveniently bundles it out at the 
front door. But when his labour theory of value 
1-.as _been proved, he gently opens the back door 
for 1ts readmi~sion.. '"Lastly" l!ays Marx '"nothin~ 



can have value without being an object of utility". 
Here, then after the fair is over, is one overlooked 
factor common to things w'nich have value. So 
:..Iarx himself pours ice cold water over the supeJ 
structure of his theory of value. 

The only property he is prepared to accept as 
common to all commodities is t';}at they are the 
result of labour. This was expressed long ago by 
Adam Smith and Ricardo, but Marx introduces a 
modification in the labour theory of his contem~ 
poraries. According to the classical school all actual 
prices were determined by t'he value of the com~ 
modity measured in terms of the number o1 labou1· 
hours required to produce it. It was pointed out 
that the employer was able to make agreement with 
1-..is workers which were not determined by the 
number of hours they worked, and therefore the 
price of labour i.e.-wage did not correspond to 
value. But if the theory that labour was the 
sole cause of value did not apply to wages, might 
i~ not be, that it did not apply to other prices 
also) Marx came to the rescue of the labour 
theory with an ingenious notion that saved the 
theory from utter collapse for the time being. 
\Vhat the employer buys and pays for is, Marx 
pointed out, not labour hours but labour power 
and the value of this last is the average number 
of labour hours required by a worker to enable 
'him to support life and reproduce his kind. The 
labour of Marx is not the actual labour but what 
he calls simple average labour to which all kinds 
of labour, skilled and unskilled are held to. be 
Ieducible. This is a curious fiction which implies 
that t'here is labour which is neither the labour of 
tailor, nor the carpenter nor of ·any other specific 
worker. If there are different kinds of labour, 
which is a; fact, then how are they to be expressed 
in tetms of that underlying jelly to w'hich labou1· · 
is ultimately reducible? Unfortunately Marx 
has not stated clearly the coefficient of this reduc~ 
tion. He only says that it is arrived by "experi
ence" and that there is a ··social process" the 
nature of which 'he does not define which deter~ 
mines that a £killed worker should get so much 
more than a day labourer. This ·is nothing but argu
ing in the most vicious of circles, for this mysteri~ 
-ous social process that goes on behind the backs 
-of the producers is nothing else than the rude 
determination of the market place. We are told 
that the value of a commodity depends upon the 
amount of simple average labour embodied m it, 
.but what this amount is, cannot be determined 
until we know t'he value at which the commodity 
is exchanged. · 

On the ba~s of this view that labour is the sole 
cause of value, Marx has put forward his pet theory 
of surplus value which is a mass of metaphysical 
subtlety. His theory of surplus value is regarded 
as his raain contribution to the economic theory. 
The problem of surplu~ value is to ascertain where~ 
in lies the secret source of the increa:e of capitaL 
At t~'lis point the so-called l\1arxists must remember 
the fact that the theory of surplus value is not the 
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original contribution of Marx. It was stated by 
Adam Smith in his book in 1 7 77. He says •'the 
value which the workers add to their materials re
solve itself into two parts of which one pays their 
wages -and the other is the profit of the employer"'. 
W'hat Marx did was to call this second of these 
parts "surplus value" and to represent it as fraudu
lent." Marx makes much play with the two 
formulae representing the circulation of commo
dities, C-M-C where commodity is exchanged 
for money and subsequently reconverted into a 
commodity and the alternative circuit M-C-M 
in w'hich money purchases a commodity which is 
again transmuted into money or since the capital
ist is marked by a boundless greed after riches, 
the formula should properly be M-C-M1 where 
M'=M+SM. In the first formula there can be no 
increase because equivalents are exchanged for equi
valents; in a sentence which sums up the perversness 
of the Marxian theory of value, "the value of a com
modity is erpressed ·in its price before it goes intq 
circulation and is therefore a precedent condition of 
circulation, not its result." Nor can a surplus emerge 
from circulation of commodities merely by selling 
them above their value; for in that case what one 
gains other loses. After further refinements, Marx 
concludes that the source of increase of wealth must 
be sought in, the first portion of M-C-M thought not 
in the value of the commodity boug'ht, which is in
deed paid at its ful1 value. The source must lie in 
its use-value. There must be somewhere in the 
market a mysterious commodity "whose use value 
possesses the peculiar property of .being a source 
of value, whose actual consumption,_ therefore, is 

·itself an embodiment of labour and consequently 
a creation of value" (Marx Vol. I 1816). T'his 
mysterious commodity . is labour-power which 
according to him "is a source not only of value, 
but of more value than it has itself." 

This labour power Marx calls it "variable. capi-
. tal." The capitalist buys and sets to work on the 
various means of production like raw materials, 
mac'hinery which he calls "constant capital". Now 
according to him the labour has the unique pro
perty of producing more than is required for its 
subsistence and replacement. The worker receives 
wages only what is sufficient to maintain himself 
?.nd if it took whole day's work to produce this, tne 
question of surplus value would not arise at all. In 
such a ca~e it would not be to the ·advantage of the 
employer to employ such a kind of labour. What 
in fact happens is, that a man works for 8 hours in 
a day and in t~,e first four hours which Marx calls 
"socially necessary labour" he produces all the 
value that he is to get as wages. Of the value pro
duced in the remaining period, he. gets nothing and 
it is stolen away from him by the' employer. T'h~ 
difference between the value created during the 
period of socially necessary labour and that created 
during the period in excess of it what Marx calls 
"surplus value" and is the measure of the exploita
tion of worker. Thus t'he value produced by the 
worker far exceeds the value of his means of sub~ 



sistence, that is the value of his labour power which 
I.e receives from the capitc:.lists as wages. Variable 
capital i.e. labour accor?ing t.o Marx. alone pro
duces value and constant cap1tal produces none. 
Mac'ninery is nothing but a "stored up labour" i.e. 
something up::m which the labour has already been 
expended. Modern economic theory teaches us 
that the production of anything that has value re
quires the cooperation of four agents of production, 
namely land, labour, capital and enterprise. Each 
of these agents receives a share from the product ir:. 
the form of rent, wage, interest and profit. Marx 
rejects this view' and isolates labour from other fac
tors of production. It alone is tqe source. of value 
.and is alone entitled to the value it is alleged to 
create. r..tarx argues that the profits are. ~reated 
solely by surplus value and as labour is the sole 
value producing agent the rate of profit will depend 
l.'pon the proportion of labour {variable capital) 
to machinery (constant capital) which he calls the 
org&nic composition of capitals employed in an 
undertaking and will thus tend to fall in proportion 
as technological iraprovements lead to the employ
ment of less labour. Although this conclusion fol
lowed from his premises, yet it does not hold in 
practice. Marx (not t'he present so called mP.rx
i~t~) was aware of this difficulty to which he refers 
in a letter to Engels of August I 862. Lukily 
Marx did not face this. difficulty and matter rested 
till 1 883 when he died. At this point it must be 
stated that there can be no surplus value unless 
it ic realised by t'he sale of the commodities. Sur
plus value exists only in! so far as it is realised and 
thereby is measurable. Productive labour is one 
which produces surplus value which produces com
modities for sale at a profit for an employer. \Vho 
are the producers of surplus value in an establish
ment) Surplus value does not ooze out in measurable 
quantities out of the finger tips of the men tendi::1g 
the machines. \Ve do not know how much surplus 
value is creat-ed unless it is realised. This is im
pos~ible without the services of clerks, talesmen, 
government etc. 

Marx's demonstration, according to Joan Robin
son amounts to tautology, that if wages ar~ con
stant, the rate of profit will fall as capital per man 
increases. 

What, after all this, left of the labour theory of 
value) \Ve are asked to believe that there is an 
ab.~tract property called value which belonged t.> 
any labour-produced commodity and which pur
porting to be its exchange value does not in fact cor
•·espond to' its price or even to its average price. 
Secondly we are asked. to believe that there is a 
second abstraction called surplus value which deter
mine~ in general but not profits in particular. At 
first Marx says that the value of a commodity is 
equal to the amount of labour put into it and if he 
had stuck to this position at least he would have 
made clear in what sense he was usincr the term. 
But then he goes to call this value as exchange value 
and spends many pages of his book to describe 
how the value of one commodity is expressed in 
terms of the other, thus inevitably suggesting that 

they actually tend to exchange in accordance with 
the relative amounts of labour required to produce 
them. He then confesses that in fact they do not 
exchange in this manner and only would do so, but 
if the same proportions or capital and labour were 
employed in their production and thus he ends by 
confusing himself and his readers. At last he is 
compelled to admit that exchange value is governed 
by the market i.e. by the laws of demand and sup
ply which make nonsense of his theory that '\'alue 
is derived from labour only. 

The Marxist argument that capital produces value 
Dnly when labour is applied to it, is childish lik.: 
that of medie,·al Schoolmen. Labour without cap.
tal is unproductive. 

The defects of the foregoing analysis are suffi
ciently clear. In the first place, Marx entirely ig
nores the element of time which Marshall empha
sises in his PRINCIPLES. He also fails to men
tion the importance of direction and managerial 
functions. Apart from these two difficulties the ex
planation offered by Marx suffers from two inherent 
contradictions, from which it never escaped and on 
which it made finally shipwreck in the third volume. 
In the first place if all profits spring from labour 
i.e. variable capital and none from machinery then 
it is height of folly to introduce machinery and it 
is a poor explanation to suggest that the capitalist 
does not know what he is doing. The other flaw 
is more fatal. If profits spring only from labour 
employed and not from the constant capital, then 
the rate of profit in different industries will vary, 
according as the proportions of variable capital is 
high or low. \'\'hen there is mucn variable capital 
in agriculture the rate of profit should have been 
very high, but unfortunately to Marx and Matxists 
the profits tend to be very low. In industrie•, on 
t'he other hand, the profits are very high in 11pite 
of the fact that the proportion of constant capital 
to variable capital is greater. Marx admitted with 
praiseworthy frankness that the observed facts were 
in glaring contradictions with the law ~oo ascertain
ed. "For the solution of t'his apparent contradiction 
many intermediate terms are as yet wanted, as 
'from the standpoint of elementary algebra many 
intermediate terms are wanted to understand that 
% may represent an actual magnitude." Marx re
mains as one of the riddles of the 19th century 
His theory of value and surplus value according to 
Beer have rather the significance of a political and 
social slogan than of an economic truth. Prof. Laski 
dirmisses the theory of value as one that has not 
stood the test of criticism as out of harmony with 
the facts and as far from self-consistent. Marx is a 
legend; he is in a Sorelian sense promulgator of 
myths where truth is a secondary consideration, 110 

long as the myth embodies what one wishes to be
lieve and so long as the belief has power to inspire 
action, 

According to Popper the whole of Marx' 1 theory 
of value is redundant. If we assume a free market 
in which there is always a greater &upply of labour 
than there is demand for it; the law of demand 

(Cor.tir.ut·d on ;age IV) 
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Prof. Shen~y on German Recovery 

A CCORDING to the Governor of the Reserve 
Bank of India, Erhard's policy of market econo

my is not suitable to India because the conditions in 
India and Germany are divergent. It was regard
ed as a sort of gamble and its success was mainly 
due to discipline and hard work of the German 
people. In India it would be worse than a gamble 
but Prof. Shenoy has logically and conclusively 
proved in his article (Times of India, 25 Septem
ber) that safest and best formula for the economic 
policy for India is free social market economy, plus 
planning and plus zero inflation. He is of the 
opinion' that it is not State control and intervention 
alone is the most suitable policy for India." The 
test and measure of economic development is in 
the curve of production. For this curve to rise 
Eteeply t'he two basic needs are firstly, full and 
sustained effort on the part of every individual in 
the field most congenial to his nature and secondly 
maximisation of the economic surpluses to streng
then the capital base of the economy, so that out
put per individual (and production curve) may 
keep rising continually. This process of expan
Sion would be endowed with stability if the 
effort to produce. and the urge to save are the 
result of free will and choice of individuals. 
Erhard's free market economy answered the 
conditions eminently. The regime of controls 
and governmental regulations harassed enterprise 
closed the springs of production. Planned 
development (in the sense of total plan) as ex
perience has shown detracts from a maximisation of 
the national product to a given supply of resources, 
as it produces internal conflicts and resistance, leads 
to wastage, which attend the inevitable errors of 
judgement on the distribution of resources and has 
built in biases against quality, efficiency and due 
care of equipment". 

Prof. Shenoy argues that of the need for free 
market policies is particularly gr~at in underdeve
loped countries w'here income being close to the 
margin of subsistence, increased savings are un
practical without stepping up production; this ren
ders it imperative that. every -possible care be taken 

(Continued from page III) 
and supply becomes sufficient to explain all the 
phenomena of "increasing misery" without bring
ing value into it. 

Keynes has described Capital as "obsolete eco
nomic text-not only scientifically erroneous but 
without interest or application of the modern 
world." 

In condurion we can say in the words of Prof. 
Gray that "nowhere is t'here in print such a miracle 
of confusion, £uch a supreme example of how not 
to reason. If at the end of the end of the volume 
Marx has gained the assent of his readers it is 
assuredly the assent of despair and wearine~s ·and 
not the assent of enlightenment." 

to avoid administrative and policy measures which 
may dampen efforts and enterprise, even as in 
area of scarce water supply prudence demands due 
care and attention of the few cases provided by 
nature." 

"Our economic policies" according to Prof. 
Shenoy "are moving more and more in the direc
tion of German policies when Erhard took over 
and like them are tending to have a wet blanket 
effect on enterprise and output. In the field of 
agriculture which accounted for 45 to 51% of 
ln~ian _national income to the already existing legis
latton Is-threatened to be added other measures of 
similar character. These factors have detracted from 
sustained and intensive effort; increased agricultural 
output depends more than ever on weat'her condi
tions. In the field of industry, too, we have a wid~ 
range of hampering- governmental intervention. 
and regulations." 
· "In the context of the official view exchange con
trol and inflation are, so to speak, the inevitable 
attributes of developing economy, it is interestino
to hear Erhard say that exchange control is th: 
"worst form of disorder" that it is '"utterly ridicul
ous" to speak of its being necessary to main
tain "order" and whoever may rescue Europe 
fmm it "will have done more for Europe than all 
politicians, statesmen, M.Ps. businessmen and civil 
servants put together". The fundamental "dis
order" caused by two decades of exchange control 
in India in the field of production, prices, exports, 
concealments of income, anti-socialistic shifts m in· 
come distribution and black marketing confirm 
this." . · 

"In underdeveloped economies private capital. 
may not be readily attracted into basic industries in 
the early stages of development because of low 
returns and long gestation period. To ensure un
hampered and speedy growth of the economy, it 
becomes necessary for ·the State to provide these 
basic needs in socio-econom1c overheads. This 
would not, 'however involve any tampering with the 
free market forces. It is also the responsibility of 
the State to prevent monopolies, trusts and cartels, 
as they ·are abhorrent to the rules of free market 
economy." 

The only conclusion that Prof. Shenoy has drawn 
from the present economic scene of India is that 
only market economy and not controlled economy 
will lead to rapid economic development of the· 
country. This view he hasexpressed in a beautiful 
sentence "the safest and best formula for an eco
nomic policy for India is free ~ocial market eco
nomy, plus planning, plus zero inflation". In other 
words we have to turn to West Germany and not 
to Russia for solving our present economic ills. 
Planning in India has actually become a path Lo 
poverty; to make it a; path to prosperity we £hould 
adopt Free market economy and Prof. Sheuoy is. 
perfectly right. G. N. Lawande 
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Case of Comrade Krishna Menon 
By "Democrat" 

'T HE recent Defence Ministry crisis a?d the Par-
liamentary debate and comments m the press 

and the public, at large following it, showed firstly, 
that there is deep discontent in the armed forces 
against the Defence Minister a?d, secondly, that 
there is wide distrust among Parhament mem~er~ of 
.the bona fides of Mr. Krishna Menon. It is true that 
by his usual persuasive m~thods, ~h~ Pri'?e Mmis
ter has succeeded in avertmg a cnsis which would 
otherwise 'have been very serious. But it must be 
said in fairness to the nation that in shielding Mr. 
Krishna Menon, Mr. Nehru has not averted the 
threat to India's security, which Mr. Krishna Menon 
as Defence Minister constitutes. In fact, the im
mediate task of the Government of India is, as Man
chester Guardian aptly put it, "to defend India 
hom its Defence Minister." 

The immediate causes that precipitated the crisis 
are t'bat the Defence Minister interfered too much 
in the day-to-day administration of services, that 
he showed scant regard for the advice, experience 
and susceptibilities of the top officers of the three 
wings of t'he armed forces viz. the army, navy and 
air force, that he planted his own favourites at 
strategic positions in the Services and maintained 
-direct contact with them over the heads of Service 
Chiefs, that he was motivated by political consid<!
rations in promoting officers in the Services and 

(Contd. from page 10) 

Minister Nehru still pins his hope on negotlatwns 
with Red China. The mistake that Mr. Ne'hru is 
making is also a mistake that Mr. Eisenhower has 
cow.mitted in inviting Khrushchev to U.S.A If 
Knrushchev' s visit to U.S.A has any meaning to 
Free World, and specially to U.S.A and India, It 
is to come closer to each other, and have a joint 
plan .for Asia and Europe, which can counter the 
rin~er-movements from Moscow and Peking. 3oth 
1\lr. Eisenhower and Mr. Nehru should forget the 
fact there can be "co-existence" between two in
compatible political ideologies. Free ~' orld may 
wish that it can be left free to go its own way 
BUT the communist nations do not believe in it. 
And that is the rub in the thinking of statesmen 
like l\lr. Eisenhower and Mr. Nehru. If the lea
ders of U.S.A. and India do not learn by the latest 
fulminations of Khrushchev, public opinion in both 
countries Ehould bring pressure on them to reorient 
their policies towards Moscow and Peking. That 
is the lesson both American and Indian public have 
to learn from the visit of Not-So-Innocent Abroad 
-Nikita Khrushchev. 
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that he constantly encroached upon the spheres of 
powers, rights and privileges of the Sen;ce Chiefs. 

But there are deeper causes for the loss of con
fidence of the public in 1\lr. Krishna~ Menon, which 
Mr. Neh~u inspite of being aware of, has left un
answered. The~e are that Mr. Krishna Menon is 
an active sympathiser and propagandist of inter
national communism, ardent fellow-traveller and 
would do anything which would advance the cause 
of communism. This impression about Mr. Kri!.hna 
Menon is irrefutably buttressed by the fact that 
while many a Congressman in Parliament, in his 
private. conversation and lobby talks, expressed s~
rious concern over his political affiliations and hi3 
mishandling of the Defence Ministry, the communist 
Members of Parliament, to a man, rallied behind 
him to rescue him from his distress. 

This was, however, not for the first time that the 
communists lent their support to 1\lr. Krishna 
Menon. As a matter of fact, the Indian com
munists are very devoted to Mr. Menon. Prior to 
the General Election in 19 57, 1\Ir. A. K. Gopalan, 
the communist leader, declared that if Mr. Krishn1\ 
Menon had stood for Parliament from any consti
tuency in Kerala, the Communist Party would not 
only have pledged him its whole-hearted support 
but would have also seen that he got elected un
opposed. Mr. Gopalan even added that had Mr. 
Menon contested from his own constituency, he 
would 'have willingly withdrawn in his favour. 
lnspite of being a constituent unit of the Samyukta 

"Maharashtra Samiti, communists in Bombay openly 
helped Mr. Menon to win in the General Election 
and defeat the Samiti candidate who opposed him. 
"New Age,·· the Communist Party organ, came out 
in open support of Mr. Krishna Menon. This glar
ing inconsiEtency of ahe Communist Party in sup
port of 1\tr. Menon was regarded by supporters of 
Samiti as betrayal of the Samiti and they made no 
secret of their strong resentment against communist 
opposition. 'W'hile Indian communist leaders have 
attacked every Minister in the Union Cabinet, in
cluding Mr. Nehru, they have not only spared l\lr. 
Krishna Menon but helped to build his stock. 

It is a well-known fact that l\Ir. Krishna Menon 
has been for a long time an active sympathiser and 
spoke~man of the communist countries. \V!1ile in 
England. he was closely associated with the com
m~:nists since 1936. As a member of the British 
Labour Party, he was conspicuous by his devotion 
and attachment to its fellow-travelling group. ll 
was due to his efforts, that many members of the 
notorio11s communist front, the Lea;;:ue Again ,t 
Imperialism. were elected to the E.xer:utive Com-
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mittee of the India League. When, on being 
ordered, he· refuged to disassociate himself from 
the communists, the Labour Party which had select
ed him as its candidate fot Dundee in the General 
Elections, had to reject his candidature. During 
the Second \Vorld War, Mr. Krishna Menon fol
lowed the communist line. At first, t'he War was 
"an imperialist war", but as soon as Hitlar attacked 
Russia, it became ·a "people's war" with the result 
that he became extremely critical of Congress 
opposition to the \Var. The India League, of 
which he was the' moving spirit, even refused to 
~ndorse the "Quit-India" resolution adopted by the 
All-India Congress Committee on August 8, 1942. 
Those Indians who did not like Mr. Menon's anti
national activities resigned from India League and 
founded Swaraj House. Mr. Menon's association3 
with. the British Communist Party were so deep, 
that when India became independent, the Atlee 
Government was reluctant to agree to his appoint
ment as India's High Commissioner in Britain; it 
was persuaded to. agree only under considerable 
pressure. 

Nominated to represent India at United Nations 
General Assembly since 1947, Mr. Menon has con
sistently taken a pro-Soviet stand often to the con
sternation of his colleagues in U.N. and of the 
public at home. There 'has never been an occasion 
when he has not blatantly attacked the West and 
insulted Western diplomats on the floor of the U.N. 
On issue after issue, 'he has used his position and 
prestige as India's deleg~te in emphasising the com
muni.st point of view and explaining away the com
munist crimes. During the Korean war, Jylr. Menori 
wanted Korean prisoners to be handed over to the 
com~unists wit'hout giving them a chance to choose 
where they wanted to go I At the· time of the 
Hungarian revolution in October 19.56, Mr. Menon 
was anxious to prove the innocence of the Russians 
while they were brutally killing thousands of brave 
Hungarians by means of tanks and guns and destroy
ing the newly-gained independence of the small 
country. He described the Hungarian uprising as 
nothing more than a minor riot similar to t'hat, 
which had taken place in Ahmedabad then. In 
U.N. debate on Hungary, instead of abstaining as 
instructed by the Government of India, Mr. Menon 
voted with the Soviet bloc. Mr. Menon's crass 
violation of Government of India's stand on Hun
gary shocked Indian people so much that men bke 
Mr. Jayaprakash Narayan demanded his immediate 
withdrawal from the U.N. Again Mr. Menon tried 
to justify the Chinese seizure of Tibet. Contrary 
to history, he declared that Tibet was a part of 
China for t'he last, 4,000 years. 

For the services rendered to the communist bloc, 
Mr. Menon received warm praise from the late Mr. 
Vyshinski. The wily Soviet diplomat described Mr. 
!\lenon as i'n "honest man." And what do the 
commt•nifts mean by the word ''honest"? Here is 
what Vysh!nski him~elf says "A real internationalisl 
!s one who brings his sympathy and recognition upto 
the poin~ of practical and maximum help to the 
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U.S.S.R. in support and defence of the U.S.S.R. 
by every means and in every possible form. This
is the holy duty of every honest man everywhere 
and not only of the citizens of the U.S.S.R." 

It is no secret that Mr. Krishna Menon helped 
the communists in Kerala to come to power. Chosen 
by the All--India Congyess Committee to m_ain
tain liaison on behalf of Congress with the Kerala 
Pradesh Congress Committee, he from the outset 
opposed any understanding or electoral arrange
ment between Kerala Congress and other demo
cmtic parties in the State like the Praja So:::ialist 
Party and the Muslim League, thereby ensuring the 
emergence of the communists as the majority party 
in the Kerala Assembly. After the communists as·· 
sumed power, they! found in him a very useful ally. 
\V'henever, due to their slender majority in the 
Assembly, the Communist Government in Keraia 
faced the possibility of being out of power, Mr. 
Krishna Menon came to their rescue. He put every 
possible hindrance in the way .of the Congress cam
paign in the by-election. He prevented Congress
men from referring in their speeches to t'he atro
cities committed by the Soviet and the Chinese 
Communist Governments and to the· complete lack 
of freedom in countries ruled by them. He did not 
allow them to quote the events in Hungary, Poznan 
and East Berlin, where t'he people had risen in revolt 
against communist tyranny. He did not even per·· 
mit them to refer to the well-known link between 
Indian Communists and Moscow and Peking. He 
directed Congressmen to confine themselves only to. 
local affairs. · 

Thus, deprived of most effective arguments 
against communists, the Congress Party in Kerala. 
was made to lose the by-election so that communists 
could continue in. power. Even when there was 
intense agitation and mass upsurge against the 
Communist Ministry which uitimately led to its d;s
missal by tlie President, Mr. Menon never opened 
his lips even to refer, let alone condemn, the com
munist atrocities in that eouthern-most part of 
India! Whenever he was in Bombay in recent 
weeks, he was consistently asked by Congress wor
kers themselves to express his views on the Chine~e 
massacre of countless Tibetans, the misdeeds of the 
Communist Ministry in Kerala and the threat the 
Chinese border manoeuvres constitute to India's. 
security. Mr. Krishna Menon refused to answer 
the first two questions while he remained delight
fully vague on the last I Also in Bombay, Congress 
workers who have been--conducting the INTUC
affiliated and recognised Indian Naval Dockyarcl 
Workers' Union found themselves in a quandary 
when Mr. Krishna Menon instructed t'he local Naval 
Officers to give all facilities and preferential treat
ment to the communist-dominated, unrecognised 
Indian Naval Dockyard Employees' Union. Con
gress Trade Unionists in Bombay are afraid · the>t 
Mr. Menon is trying to build up the communist 
union even though it does not command the loyalty 
of any appreciable percentage of workers. 

rr:;ontinued on page 13) 
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DELHI LETTER 

Mr. Menon Poses a Problem 
(From Our Correspondent) 

T HE General ~~retary of the Sa~yukta l\hna
rashtra SdllUh, Mr. S. M. Joshi, deserves the 

·congratulations of the country on having taken 
the Press into his confidenc~ regarding his inten
tion to make a strong appeal to Mr. Nehru dunng 
.his visit to Bombay to condemn publicly and in 
unequivocal language the Communist campaign 
agai.nst the Army Chief of Staff and the latter't; 
,.illification as a stooge of Anglo-Americans and 
capitalists, particularly as the Army Chief is r.ot 
in a poEition to reply and the campaign is likely 
to have grave repercussions among the r~nk and 
file of the Army. The proffered resignation of the 
Army Chief on account of temperamental dif
ferences with Defence Minister Menon has already 
created a stir in the Defence services. A straw 
shows the direction of the wind and the Govern
ment cannot afford to ignore the Secunderabad 
function at which Minister Menon rose to speak in 
pin-drop silence while the Army Chief of Staff, 
who rose after him, was greeted with thunderous 
applause. 

LOYAL TO NEHRU 

It would be a very sad state of affairs for the 
country if the divergence between the civil and 
military authorities is allowed to develop at 
a time when the greateat harmony should 
prevail between the two. It has been front-paged 
in almost all dailies without contradiction that 
the Chiefs of Staffs of the Air Force and the Nn-y 
would have followed the Army Chief, had the 
latter's resignation been accepted, and many 
front-rank officers of the Defence services would 

(Continued ott page 12) 

All theEe facts point to one thing: that 1\lr. 
Krishna Menon cannot be relied upon to carry on 
major national responsibilities. No fellow
traveller of the communists can be loyal to his own 
country. 

So far as the Defence Ministry is concerned, it 
would be dangerous to keep Mr. Menon at its helm. 
Since' !\lr. Menon became Defence Minister all has 
not been well is the Defence Ministry. There is 
much discontent against him in all the three wings 
of the armed forces; this discontent will stand in 
the way of effective functionina of the Services at 
a time when they must be at the .. top of their morale. 
Further, l\tr. 1\Ienon's "temperamental" behaviour 
casnot be a good asset when the country's security is 
.at stake. 

-Freedom F:rst 

have followed in their footsteps. It has also been 
published without contradiction that Mr. l\lenon 
has been in the habit of ringing up the Army Ch1ef 
at all odd hours of the night. The; implications of 
such conduct are clear for any intelligent mind, 
but Mr. Nehru's favourites have always believed 
with very good reasons that they can do anything 
they like with impunity so far as Mr. Nehru is con
cerned, so long as they are loyal to him. 

In the National Herald over whose de~tinie.s l\lr. 
Nehru presided 20 years ago, the Managing Direc
tor bungled seriously and Mr. Nehru declared at 
a meeting of the Board of Directors that the 
Managing Director ha.ds' t even the brain of a village 
patwari. We on the editorial side thought the re
mark involved the exit of the Managing Director 
and said as much to Rafi Kidwai, who was also a 
director. "'But how can he go)" asked Rafi, add
ing, "He is loyal to the Nehru family. •• Kidwai 
was right. The man who hadn't the brain of a villag«: 
patwari remained managing director of the Com
pany and went on mismanaging it. I am remind
ed of this in connection with the conduct of Defence 
Minister Menon. Now Mr. Nehru is operating on 
a much larger plane, but the modus operandi re
mains the eame. \Vhat does it matter what hap
pens to t'he country, so long as Mr: Menon is loyal 
to Mr. Nehru) And Mr. Menon recently declared 
at a meeting of the Congress Parliamentary Party 

·that he is and is going to remain loyal to Mr. Nehru. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PAKISTAN 
AND INDIA 

There is a difference between the results of 
alignment and non-alignment which has been made 
obvious by the recent behaviour of our neighbour, 
Pakistan. The Chinese troops come and occupy 
thousands of square miles of our territory and the 
Prime Minister is, as it were, struck dumb. At least 
for years he says to himself, "'Mum' a the word!"
until the newspapers of the country make it im
possible for him to keep the aggretsion a secret 
any longer. Foreign aircraft flies over Pakistan 
and the Pakistan Government at once issues a 
communique and sends notes to Governments pos
sibly concerned warning the owners of the aircraft 
concerned of the grave con~equences likely to follow 
such violations of Pakistan air space. The aircraft 
came from the direction of Afghanistan, Ruuia 
and Otina and notes of warning have been address
ed to all these three states. Perhaps this is "black
guardly language" of cold war, which gentlemen 
like 1\tr. Nehru can r.ever me. and India has there-
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fore· no alternative to submitting to aggression. 
Indeed, in our own case, the Prime Minister even 
refuses to send our aircraft over our own territory 
lest it is shot down by the Chinese and he is, as a 
result, tempted to use cold war language at least · 
to keep up appearances. Why take unnecessary 
risks? seems to he his logic. 

Nearly three hundred miles of the northern part 
of Kashmir now in the occupation of Pakistan is 
included in the Chinese maps as Chinese territory. 
Some journalists here are prepared to take any bet 

· t'hat the Chinese will never dare violate Pakistan 
territory for fear of instant retaliation by Pakistan 
forces. A bully is a bully· only with cowards; 
face to face with bravel men, who are not prepared 
to stand any nonsense, he is a perfect gentleman. 
Cowards make bullies what they are. Of course, 
if China is afraid of Pakistan, it is on account of 
her military alliance; and greatest the objection to 
military alliance in India seems to be that it will, 
6n:t and foremost, make India safe. But that goes 
right against the grain and our anci~nt and ~herish
ed traditions of slavery. That is obvious from 
the support to non-alignment forthcoming from all 
parties in the country. 

MR. MENON'S LOGIC 

Mr. Kris'hna Menon is reported to have blurted 
cut at a Press Conference in Bombay that if the . 
whole of our Army is engaged in far-off mountain
ous jungle border areas, a neighbouring country 
might take advantage of it to invade our territories. 
This is, of course, quite true, and has set people 
thinking furiously in the Capital. But, it is argued, 
if that neighbouring country is so minded it can take 
advantage of the situation and enter into a pact 
with China 'to invade India siilultaneously as Hitler 
did with Stalin against Poland. . \Vhen Suhrawardy 
visited China a few years ago, as Prime Minister of 
Pakistan, he was reported to have offered Ladakh 
to China on the basis of division of Kashmir bet
ween China and Pakistan. True or false, this 
report might have been spread by t'he Chinese, as 
it suited their purpose. It may well be that it was 
this piece of information or this fear whic'h was at 
the bottom of the Indian Government keeping mum 
while the Lllinese built a road right through Lad
dak'h from: 1954 to 1957. If so, it is being asked, 
is this to be a precedent for inaction against the 
Chinese around the MacMahon Line? Is our Army 

. just enough, or almost enough, to look after our 
2,500-mile long border with China? If so, we 
must do our best to increase its strength as fast as 
we can and as much as we can. This has to be done 
in any case, considering the size of the Chinese 
Army. . 

But the serious problem posed by Mr: Menon de
mands a solution. It is obvious, it is being em
phasised here, that we cannot 6g'ht both Pakistan 
and · China, however powerful our defence forces 
may become within a measurable distance of time. 
For; in that case, neither Russia nor the western 
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powers will come to our aid. We 'have to choose
between the two. We have to decide which of 
the two we can be friendly with, which of the 
two is t'he more ruthless foe, which of the two can 
be relied upon, either on .its own suation or as a 
result of pressure of friends, to keep its word if and 
when a peaceful settlement is made with it. There 
can now be no doubt in any honest mind regarding 
the answers to these questions, particularly now 
that it is transparently clear that China has double
crossed us. 

This leads us to the proposition that we shouid 
patch up our differences with Pakistan and settl ~ 
our quarrel over Kashmir. We were of course in 
an unassailable position when Kashmir acceded to 
Indian and we sent our troops to defend Kashmir 
against the invaders. But, it is being publicly 
asked now-so far it had only been whispered in 
private--Did our position . in Kashmir remain un
assailable when we invaded Hyderabad? We 
annexed Kashmir on its Hindu ruler's invitation 
to do so, and we annexed Hyderabad on its Hindu 
population's invitation. In Kashmir ~e ruler acced
ed to India, in Hyderabad the people. That is 
what it comes to-heads I win, tails you lose! 

STANJ;>ING ON- PRESTIGE 

The situation, it is being emphasised over and 
again, is too desperate for· the country to stand 
on prestige. National dis'honesty often leads to 
wars: today it is the greatest asset of international 
communism.' ·Since we were never afraid of Pakis
tan, we h~ve been indulging in it. But the time 
would appear to have come, it is being underlined 
here in realistic circles, to give it up to save the 
country from its friends like Mr. Menon. The need 
of a defence ey'stem from Burma to Pakistan IS· 

obvious, if the three co-qntries are to stand success-· 
fully the challenge of Communist China. After all, 
the terri~ories shown as Chinese on Chinese maps 
belong to all the three countries. We can go on 
indulging in make-believe or we can offer a united 
front to an enemy too big for any or even all of 
us.· That automatically. leads us. to alliance with 
the western powers. . 
. We should t'hen;fore grasp the hand of friend
ship extended by Gen. Ayub Khan, agreeing with 
him that otherwise we shall be defeated in· detail. 
That of course presupposes that we are prepared to· 
recognise our main enemy as our enemy, w'hich we 
do not -at present seem ~dined to do. To say 
that our forces cannot- be deployed on the north
ern frontier for fear of Pakistan pouring her troops 
from the western frontier is to play the Communist 
game, unless we at the same time try to come to 
terms with Pakistan. To raise the bogey of 
Pakistan is to play the Olinese game.. What we 
have now to do, and do as soon as we possibly 
can,· is to join hands with Pakistan to prevent war 
with China. Wars, and more- so aggression, 
should he prevented rather than risked, parti-



cularly as we· do not seem to be in a position to 
~se force to drive out the aggressors. 

How long is India to base her foreign policy on 
the fear of being called "American stooge" by 
interested parties, like the Communists) Is it 
wisdom on the part of any country to frame its 
foreign policy on the basis not of security but of 
. an offensive phrase used by a power or its agents 
to prevent her to make alliances. with the only bloc 
which can ensure her safety) To do so is to play 
the game of the powers which seek to devour us, 

·as they seek to devour other countries. We 
.should seek to fathom t'he main process at work, 
rather than look at one or two incidents as if they 
were isolated and not interconnected, and say: 
"Thank God, the worst is oyer!"' The worst will· 
not be over till the "liberation" is complete. 
Offensive words and phrases are not used in a 
mood of absentmindedness. They are calculated 
to gain an objective. In our case the calculation 
·proved correct, as our Prime Minister was well
known to be not only highly sensitive but also ego
~entric. But is it not time, in all conscience, when 
the country's e~istence itself is 'at stake, to revise 
the whole basis of our foreign policy and scrap it 
altogether in favour of alignment and what goes 
with it-security) So far our foreign policy has 
been ensuring only insecurity for the ~o-untry. That 
is now obvious to every one, except Mr. Nehru 
.and Mr. Menon. 

--:o:--

Book Reviews 
PROSPERITY THROUGH COMPETITION by 

Ludwig Erhard. Published by Asia Publishing 
House. Price Rs. 15/-. 

Profeswr Ludwig Erhard, rightly known as "the 
wizard of Germany'' narrates the successful story 
of the German miracle, in his book "Prosperity 
through Competition," which first being published 
in 195 7, has gone into several editions. 

Germany was shaken to l'he bones after 'World 
War II, her industrial centres blown up, her econo
my ruined by an unprecedented in.llation. yet, in 
less· than 12 years, Germany (West) has emerged 
as one of the most powerful nations with an im
pressive prosperity. There was nothing mystical 
Rbout the secret of 'her success, says Prof. Erhard. 
"The most successful means for the achievement 
and retention of prosperity is competition. Only 
by competition can an economy expand to serve 
all people, especially in their capacity as consumers 
and dissolve all advantages that do not result di
rectly from higher performance. Free competition 
thus leads to progress and profits the whole of the 
social order." Professor Erhard has no beliefs in 
controls. rationing and licencing which cannot St"rve 
any useful purposes except as purely war-time or 
expeditionary measures. The· government, by al-

lowing and enforcing fair and free competition can 
achieve a virile, advancing and a more pr<'ductive 
economy, whereas by setting up restrictions and 
interferences with the market forces it will only 
discourage initiative and tend to an equalizing of 
performance at about the level of the drones 'and 
incompetents. Professor Erhard has proved by 
deeds that he is not a mere visionary or a pedant • 
The economic consequences of Professor Erhard's 
policies in Germany are clearly visible: Germany 
today is the t'hird largest producer of steel in the 
world and a major exporter of engineering chemical 
and light indmtrial products. In Germany, unem
ployment is almost negligible and the worker's real 
wages have advanced by 60% since 1950. Ex
ports have risen from 5.2% of the gross national 
income in 1949 to 16% in I 956. 

These results are a challenge to t'he rest of the 
world whose economy is backward like India. If 
free economy can restore the balance to the war
torn economy of Germany, there is no plausible rea
son why the same principle cannot be profitably 
applied to secure prosperity to a: country like ours. 
especially when it is aided by a .flow of foreign 
capital. · 

But the whole lesson of Germany seems to have 
been lost on our leaders, who are bent upon play
ing down the German miracle-for obvious reasons. 
Being unable to retrieve the Indian economy from 
the chaotic muddle that their own lop-~ided Five 
Year Plans have induced, they find it convenient 
to shift t'he blame on private enterprise for the 
ills of the country. Thus we find Pandit Neh1 u 
revilling at free economy, equating it with the 
"jungle law" and the economic "experts" of the 
Planning Commission saying amen to this piece of 
naivete. But economic problems can hardly be 
settled by polemics. 

THE ROLE OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES IN 
INDIA'S ECONOMIC PROGRESS-A Collec-

. tion of Authoritative Essays published by jaico 
Publishing House 125, Mahatma Gandhi Hoad 
Bombay I. Price Rs. 2/- nett. 

At the present moment our leaders are urging th~ 
people to apply the cooperative principle in econo
mic activity in order to achieve rapid economic 
development of the country, but the joint stock 
companies which offer a fine example of coopera
tion are completely ignored in our country even 
:hough they played an important part in India's eco
nomic development and will play an important role 
in future too provided a proper climate is created in 
their gTowth. As it is, our lndu~:trial potcy is de
trimental to their growth and those who really wi~>h 
to know how the present fiscal and industrial poli
cies are retarding the progress of these industriu 
should read this small book which contains nine 
e~says written by eminent persons and v.:ho are 
authorities in their fields of work. lt is a book 
that will help not only the students of economi..a 
but it is highly valuable to directors and executive• 
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of companies who really wish to know the present 
aspect of India's economic life. · 

At present there are about ,35,000 companies 
which are mainly responsible for the indu::trial and 
economic development of our country. As a matter 
of fact they legislate· tl)e standards of living of the 
people. They represent economic democracy in 
action and provide the useful countervailing forces 
in society whic'h no democracy can survive." These 
essays were the lectures delivered by the authors 
under the auspices of FORUM OF FREE ENTf.R-. 
PRISE-an institution which renders a great se:r
vice to the country by publishing those "beautiful 
pamphlets" which our Prime Minister referred to 
while attacking private enterprise._ 

\V e cannot develop an underdeveloped count.'")" 
like ours unless there is freedo~ in enterprise as 
well as in management. At present our business
men are behaving like cowards and they are afraid. 
to express their frank opinion as regards the in
roads of Government into busineS£. It is the duty 
of the Government to create a confidence in the 
capital market if it is planning for the welfare ·of 
6e people but the present taxation policy is cer
tainly detrimental to create that climate which is 
essential for the growth of our economy. At pre
sent power of the State is increasing and it is ex
tremely dangerous for the power of State to grow. 
in the economic sphere. ...State capitalism makes 
the State a powerful weapon and a prize Which 
people will fight over sometimes with unscrupulous 
and unconstitutional means. It is only by having 
economic power evenly distributed over a large 
section of the population of the country can de
mocracy be easily preserved. In this context the 
role ot private limited companies which are con
ducive both to economic advancement and expres
sion of individual initiative and enterpri:e becomes 
significance in our young democracy. ' At present 
companies and shareholders are poorly treated by 
our national Government, but in spite of this cal
lous treatment they have preserved and continued 
to strive for the growth of the country and that is 

, a sure sign of great nationalism- and patriotic zeal 
. of the companies which form the backbone of free 
enterprise in India and of the shareholders who 
come from the ranks of the common man. If the 
Government really wants our country to industriali~e 
uur country within a short period, then it is e~sen
tial that a fair deal should be given to the compa
nies and to their shareholders. At present the 
companies are unable to bear the heavy burden of 
the taxation on load that is ii:nposed upon on the 
recommendations of Dr. Kaldor. As a result of 
this, the companies have no incentives to expand 
their activities with the result that unemployment 
is increasing. 

Our aim is to eradicate poverty but this can be 
achieved by proper cooperation beeween the Gov
ernment and the private enterprise. · By emphasi
ing heavy industries at the cost of consumer goods 
industries, we are generating inflation m our coun-
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try which is certainlY: detrimental from the point of 
economic progress. Government can control wealth 
and reduce income in order to achieve an egalita· 
rian society but it is beyond the power of the Stat~ 
to control or reduce the -intellect. It is natural 
that some people should lead and others follow 
them. "We should achieve a state in which no· 
workman is exploited but every worker gives his 
best efforts and gets his adequate rewards in pro
portion to his efforts; a society in which there are 
no parasites and where every man is given full op
portunity and in turn contributes his full share to 
the development of our country. Let us work in 
that direction and our country will certainly achieve 
a rapid progress provided our government will not 
fail us in our hopes and frustrate our ambitions. 

ENGUSH IS STILL BENEFICIAL 
The propagandists must therefore stick to their 

weeks ago raised the hopes of those who oppose 
the early adoption of Hindi as the official language; 
but the Home Minister's speech at the end of the 
debate lowered them again to a point scarcely above 
where they were before. There is no general 
agreement; the subject is still alive. 

The propagandists must therefore stick to their 
job, and one is glad to see Mr, Ranganathan join 
their ranks."~' He writes in a temperate style; he 
embellishes his discourse with telling and pleasing 
historical references, and he is not content to re
peat in different words what others have said be-
fore him. ' 

His central point is tha~ education in English has 
been beneficial, not merely. in. some particular direc-· 
tions but on the whole; it .has helped, not stunted, 
the Indian languages, for example; and there has 
been no such great change that we can decide that 
that phase- in the national life has come to an end. 
Neither Hindi nor any any of the other Indian lan
guages is yet fit t~ replace English, for administra
tion or for higher education, and· it will be a long 
time before they become fit. 

The right policy therefore is to keep English . 
where it is for the present. -Mr. Ranganathan con
demns not only the Hindi enthusiasts but the Tamils, 
who have decided to gelj rid of English as the me
dium of instruction in the colleges of Madras Stale 
four .years from now. 

He sweeps aside the proposal that foreign books. 
should be translated. but _i~_scarcely severe enough 
on it. For education the proper policy is to teach 
English more widely than has been done in ·the 
past. It is a matter ~f common experience that 
this policy would be popular: there is very strong 
demand, even among poor parents, for English edu
cation for their children. Moreover it is still a 
practical policy, though if present trends continue 
it will soon cease to be, for the number of teachers 
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who can teach English will soon begin to. fall. 

This eloquent pamphlet en~s with a stateme_nt 
which may cause offence, but IS very ~ard t~ d1s-

t . "The future of modern democratiC dnd1a de-
pue. b H' d. d 

d n the choice we make etween an 1 an 
pen s o uld k . d' English. Hindi sentiment wo ta e l;ls mto a me 1-
aeval backwater; all round pr.ogress an ~he modern 
world can be sustained only 1f we contmue to use 
and spread English." 

-Mysindia 

NEBS· D16EST 
AFGHANISTAN AS RUSSIA'S GATE-WAY TO 

INDIA, PAKISTAN, IRAN 

In an editorial on "Cold Wind Through The 
Khyber" the Sydney Morning Herald (September 1) 
·writes: 

The U.S. State Department's -assessment of the 
·extent of Russian penetration of Afghanistan is at 
-once a reminder that danger in Asia does n~t come 
from Chinese expansionism alone and an acknow
ledgment of an American defeat. Strategically, 
Afghanistan could be to Russia what Tibet is to. 
China-a bridgehead from which to exert political 
and military pres~ure on neighbouring Asian States. 
The Americas figures, whic'h square with Pakistani 
·evaluations, suggeft that Afghanistan's freedom of 
action has already been whittled away past the pomt 
of no return, and that she is well on the road to 
becoming as helpless a puppet of Russia as Tibet 
is of China. 

The stage of Russian military occupation has not 
yet been reached, but. the way has been thoroughly 
prepared for it, and it could be carried' out with 
no difficulty, perhaps under the form of a "mutu<>-l 
defence treaty," whenever Moscow judged the time 
ripe. Meanwhile, the process of binding Afghanis
tan hand and foot to Russia continues at an acce
lerating, pace. Ten years ago, only 1 0 per cent or 
Afghan foreign trade was with Russia; four years 
ago the figure had risen to 18 per cent; today, a 
series ·of long-tertn barter deals on the familiar 
Soviet patt~rn has brought it up to 50 per cent. 
Of the remaining half, a considerable proportion has 
been diverted from its normal outlets through 
Pakistan to Russian ports. 

Russian economic aid during the past four yeart
is estimated at £85 million, with an additional £25 
million in direct mlitary aid. The Afghan Army 
and Air Force are Russian-equipped and Russian
trained, and consequently entirely dependent on 
Russian supplies and replacements. Afghanistan, in 
short, provides a classic example of the success o£ 
a policy of peaceful penetration-a success the more 
temarkable because it was achieved in the face of · 
strong American competition. 

Russia's primary object in extending her influ
ence into Afghanistan is presumably to open the 
way to Pakistan. One of the many constants of 
Russian foreign policy. whether under the Czars or 
the commissars, has been to secure a warm-water 
port on the Indian Ocean, and the threat of a Rus
sian attack from the north haunted the British ad
ministrators of India for a century. It was therefore 
British policy to pre~erve Afghanistan as a buffer 
State. That buffer is now crumbling, and Pakistan 
can already feel the cold wind blowing across the 
northern passes. But it is not only Pakistan which is 
threatened. Russian penetration of Afghanistan 
must be a matter of hardly less concern to Per&an 
and to India, for to both these States it represents 
the second jaw of Communist pincers. \Vhether 
the Asian policies of Russia and China are r.oncert
ed or in secret competition, the threat their poli
cies pose to their neighbours is coming increasingly 
into the open. 

PORTUGAL'S CASE AGAINST INDIA 
ARGUMENT AT THE HAGUE 

Hague: Portugal told the International Court 
of Justice here that this was the first time in his
tory that there had been a denial of her sovereignty 
in her Indian enclaves. 

"That treaty," he added, "expressly legitimated 
the right of passage necessary for occupation
Renter. 

U.S. AID FOR CANAL PACT 

\Vashington: Douglas Dillon, United States 
Under Secretary of State, said here today that ne
gotiations between India and Pakistan on the waters 
of the Indus basin "have progressed to the point 
where ultimate success now appears to be in sight." 

"Accordingly, the Government of the United 
States has informed the Bank that it is prepared to 
consider participation in financial assistance to the 
Indus waters project. 

POOR l1AN'S PARTY 

Here is another proof that has incidentally come 
out of the Congress being the poor man's party, 

As per the balance sheet of a miJI in Coi,;,batore. 
for the year ended December 31, 19 58, the com-

RARE OPPORllJNITY TO SllJDENTS 
College students ! You can order your books 
inclusive of text books on any subjects through 
our Cooperative Book House and get a hand· 
some commission on them. 

r or full particulars, apply to 

The Manager 1 

Cooperative Book House, 
1st Floor, Arya Bhuvan, 
Sandhurst Road, West, 
. BOMBAY 4. 
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pany had incurred a loss oi Rs. 1.27,403 before 
providing for depreciation. Nevertheles~, a dona
tion of Rs. 1 0,000! has been given to the Congress 
funds. 

CHINA'S REPLY TO INDIA'S 
REASONABLENESS 

How India's hope to settle the Indo-Chinese 
border disputes and: incidents is welcomed by China 
is indicated by the following:-

). China has decided not to participate in the 
World Agricultural Fair at New Delhi from De
cember I I, cancelling their earlier booking of 
70,000 square feet. 

2. They have singled out India for non-invita
tion at their celebrations. 

5WATANTRA PARTY 
MESSAGE FROM UBERAL INTERNATIONAL· 

A resohition welcoming t'he formation of the 
Swatantra (Freedom) Party in India and expressing 
the hope that it would prove a• staunch upholder 
o',f the ideas and ideals of liberalism was one of 
the features of the IXth Congress of t'he Liberal 
International at Cardone, Italy, from October I to 
4. 

The adoption of this resolution was preceded by 
the perusal of a message of greetings to the Inter
national from Professor Ranga, Chairman of the 
newly-formed Indian party and an exposition of its 
principles and objectives by Mr. _M. R. Masani, w'ho 
was last year elected one of the patrons of the 
Liberal International., The hope was expressed that 
this would be the beginning of a closer association 
between liberals' in India and in other countries. 

The message expressed the hope that "the Swa
tantra (Freedom) Party will prove a staunch and 
successful upholder of the values and policies of 
liberals, whic'h are so necessary for the develop
ment of good life, for friendly relations between 
the peoples of the East and the West and essen
tial for the peace of the world." 

PRESIDENT'S SON-IN-J.:AW LEADS 
SWATANTRA PARTY IN BIHAR 

Sri Jaleshwar Prasad, a leading lawyer of Patna 
and son-in-law of Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President 
of India, has become the convener of t'he Bihar 
branch of the Swatantra Party. Sri Rajeshw~r Pra
sad is expected to be followed by some other pro
minent members of the Indian President's famiiy, 
who are strongly opposed to t'he Congress deci
sion to introduce co-operative farming. - In this con
nection it is recalled in political circles that Presi
dent Prasad is also against co-operative farming, 
and he had made his views known to the Prime 
Minie Iter in a personal letter some time ago. 

POONA SWATANTRA PARTY 

Poona: A nine-member provisional committee to 
organise the Poona unit of t'he Swatantra Party 

was formed here today at an informal meeting of 
the sympathisers of the new party. 

Prof. N. G. Ranga, President of the Sw~tantra 
Party, and Mr. G. P. Hutheesing, Secretary of- the 
Bombay ·unit of t'he Party~ specially came to Poona 
to organise the provincial committee, which has 
been empowered to co-opt more members if neces
sary. 

When formed, the Poona Swatantra Party will 
be its unit in Maharashtra. 

SWATRANTRA PARTY 

Ambala: Pandit Shri Ram Sharma, the I.,.eadcr 
of the Opposition in the Punjab Vidhan Sabha, in 
an interview today, said that about a dozen M.L.A.s 
would form the nucleus of the Swatantra Party in 
the Punjab Vidhan Sabha and become the largest 
single Opposition group in the House. 

He expressed the hope that about half a doLen 
more Opposition legislators would join the group· 
in course of time. 

RIGHTLY SERVED 

Nine men were chargesheeted before military court 
in Karachi for printing and circulating a hand bill 
under the heading: ""Miss Fatima Jinnah, mother 
of the nation, has decided to leave Pakistan due to
the atrocities committed by the present Govern
ment." It is certainly wrong to call Miss Jinnah, 
a maid, MOTHER of the. nation. She can at most 
be called PHU-PHU of the nation, considering her 
relation to Mr. Jinna'h. · 

Karachi: The Government of Pakistan has put 
into practice a new scheme which it calls "section 
officer's scheme" in a bid to "streamline" the ad
ministration. Under t'he scheme, files will move 
.. downwa;ds." 

Under this scheme, posts of deputy secretaries, 
assistant secretaries, and superintendents have been. 
done away with. Below the post of secr~tary, there 
will be only section officers and clerks. This scheme 
has. resulted m the retrenchment of 7,000 em
ployees. 

DECISION TO JOIN SWAT ANTRA PARTY 
BACKING BY 29 ANDHRA MLA's 

Vijawada, October 8. -The Democratk wing of 
the Andhra Pradesh Socialist Democratic Party to
day decided to join the Swatantra Party .. 

This decision was taken unanimously at a meet
ing of the Executive and Legislature members of 
the former Democratic Party which met here this 
evening under the presidentship of Dr. M. Chenna 
Reddi. 

Dr. Chenna Reddi told pressmen at the end of 
the meeting that of the 28 M.L.A."s belonging to-
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the Democratic "'-ing of the SOP. Mr. T. Hayagree
vachari had resigned from the party and joined the 
Congress. Two members oi the State Assembly, 
namely. :\h. Kunda Raman·a of Cuddapah Dis
trict and Challa Subharayudu from Anantapur Dis
trict bad decided to join his party. Therefore. a 
total of 29 :\I.LA.'s would join the Swatantra Party 
he said.-

~Ir. Redd.i said 20 members of the Executive and 
of the legislature attended today' s meeting.. The 
remaining M.LA. • s have signified their consent by 
agreeing to abide by the decision of the meeting. 
he said.-P. T.L 

FROF. CAITONDE ON JOINT COOPERATIVE 
FARMING 

''It is utopian to think that joint co-operative 
farming "'-ill succeed "'·here joint family system. the 
closest thing we have had in India to socialism. is 
di~integratir.g. •• observed Prof. P. R Gaitonde. 
Head of the Department of Economics at K. C. 
College and an authority on co-operative farming. 
in Bombay on Monday. October 5. 1959. 

Speaking on the subject under the auspices of 
the forum of free Enterprise, he said that intro
duction of joint co-operaaive farming would lead 
to ''bossism'' in our countryside and lead to subs-
titution of old interfed.iaries by ""new intermedia
ries'' loyal to the party in power. 

Prof Gaitonde, analysing all arguments in fa
,·our of joint co-operative farming. said that in 
theory they were excellent but failed miserably in 
practical application. 

He said that even Poland. Yugoslavia and other 
countries had gone back on joint co-operatives as 
they had not succeeded in increasing food produc
tion because land unlike machinery required ind.i
'idual care. Administrative costs took work hours 
valued up to 4 I % in Soviet Russia. 

He said that food production would go up i£ 
the same facilities as were given to joint co-opera
ti\·es were made available to individual cultivators. 
He said that mechanisation. which big farms wouid 
facilitate. "·as unsuited to Indian conditions because 
the top-soil in our country was thin. 

He pleaded "'ith Indian Socialists to redefine their 
a~titude towards small peasants proprietor, and help 
him to increase production through better facilities. 

. Presiding over the meeting. Mr. S. V. Rayan 
sa1d t~t unl~ compulsion was applied. joint co
operative famung would not succeed. Co-operative 
farming had failed in Italy and production sulfered. 
Therefore. they had to gi"\·e them up. he added. 

OUR SOCIAUSTIC STRUCilJRE 

The BIG TA\tA.SHA of the Con!rress-the an
nual jamboree--wi.ll be held in Janu~ 1960 near 
Bangalore. lne 200-acre plot selected for th:s 
FIELD OF THE CLOTH OF GOLD consists of 
pri~--ate agricultural holdings. A magic city wi:l 
Fpnng t:p there overnight. Ten miles of new road,. 
will be laid in the area while local bodies and the 

Mysore Government ha,·e been ordered to lay ap
proach roads to the rulers meet from all directions. 
Railway Ram "'-ill have a railway siding. one mile 
long from the nearest railway station-Vimana
puram. The l\lysore Congress Committee will 
overtly spend Rs. 20 lakhs for the jamboree, but 
the l\fysore State Government and the Go\·ern
ment of India will spend much more in laying water 
pipes, pro,;ding the dream city wi~'l post. telegraph 
and telephone exchange facilities, and arranging for 
sanitation. .. Security measures" for the protec
tion of the V.I.P.' s ~-ill cost several lakhs. Pick
pockets from all over India will do roaring business 

· in this congregation of very rich people from all 
over the~ country. 
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It bas not yet been decided what animals will lead 
the procession in honour of the Prime Minister's 
daughter. Uchchingra had elephants in ( Prag
jyotishpur) Gauhati. therd were bullocks in 
(Ahhanyankarnagar) Nagpur. There may be 
peacocks in Banga1ore. 

An outlandish name has yet to be devised for the 
miracle city to impress our hoi polloi and the foreign 
press reporters. Pragjyotishpur had 14 letters. 
Abhayankamagar had 1 5 : our suggestion is 
MAHISH\IARDININAGAR which has 18 letters 
and is quite appropriate for two reasons which we 
leave our readers to guess. 

· The great rulers will be lolling on divans pro
'-ided with big bolsters to support their embon
poinL Loudspeakers will blare out the virtues of 
the Nagpur tripod-Co-operative farming, State 
trading in food grains and ceiling on land. The 
subjects of the Welfare State will be asked to 
practise austerity. tighten their belts till they look 
like hour glasses. do without anything of which 
there is a shortage. pay all taxes and yet l!a\'e 
eno~ to invest handsomely in State loans, bond.,; 
and certificates. The third five year plan is going 
to be on a far. far bigger scale than the second one 
for which rejoic~ and be exceeding glad. ' 

· Altogether an entertaining circus for the hungry 
masses. 

TO READERS 

Those who enjoy reading THE INDIAN 
UBERT ARI.Al'-4 and would l!ke to help it 
grow are invited ao send the names and ad · 
dresses of friends who may be prospect.i\·e 
readers. A sample copy will be sent without 
charge. 

urrite to:-

The Manager, 

THE INDIAN UBERTARIAN 
1st Floor, Arya Bhuvan, 

Sanclhunt Road (West), 
BOMBAY 4. 

Odober JS. 19S9 
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THE, DUNCAN . ROAD ·.FLOUR MILLS 

Have you tried the Cow Brand flour manufactured by the Duncan Road 
Flour Mills? . Prices are economical and ~nly the b~st gra~s are . .. . - -' 

ground. The whole production pr<. cess is automatic, untouched by 
hand and hence our produce is the ·cleanest and ~e:Pt~st sanitary. 

Write to: 

THE MANAGER 

DUNCAN ROAD FLOUR MILLS 
BOMBAY 4 · 

Telep7wne: 70205 Telegram: LOTEW ALLA 

., 
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ADVERTISERS - Attention Please ! 

Why not advertise in the ''Indian Libertarian"? 

Bring your products to the notice of a larger 

number of boyers. consumers and tradesmen all 

of whom read ·~The Indian Libertarian." Our 

journal reaches a large number _·or readers abroad 

also. 

Apply for ad~·ertisement rates to:-

The ·Circulation Manager. 

"The Indian Libertarian," 

Arya Bhuvan, 

Sand'hurst Road (West), 

BOl\'lBAY-4. 

WANTED 
Wanted agents in all principal cities of India, 

for canvassing subscriptions for "The Indian 
Libertarian" as well as for our Publications. 

Terms: 

1. All agents get 25% commission on orders , 
booked. 

2. Postage is paid by us on all orders execut
ed, unless otherwise notified. 

3. A special discount is given on bulk orders 
for publications of the Libertarian Pub
lishers. 

4. Postage extra on books ordered through 
V.P.P. 

Apply to: _ 

The Circulation Manager, 

"The Indian Libertarian," 

· Arya Bhuvan, 

Sandhurst Road (West), 

BOMBAY-4. 
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